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WOMEN B·ACK ON TRACK

BASEBALL ROLLS
SIENA STRIKES OUT

Lady Knights get th~ir first ever win over Lipscomb

. - SEE SPORTS, B~

- SEE SPORTS, 81

ASHLEY BURNS.
Managing Editor

There was a feeling of deja vu
at the UCF Arena Saturday night.
' The men's basketball team
exited a bus to the cheers of fans
as they arrived home Atlantic Sun
tournament champions. The
scene was similar to last year's triumphant arrival, the only difference was thls year the men came
home at night.
Regardless of the time of day,
the Knights punched their ticket

for a return to the NCAA Tournament with a 63-54 win over Gardner Webb Saturday in Nashville.
For the players, it was a sweet
way to end another dominating
season. For Coach Kirk Speraw, it
was a way to put an exclamation
point on the Knights' final season
· of A-Sun play. But humble as
always, Speraw gave all the credit
. to hls players.
"I'm very proud of thls group
ofguys," said Speraw, who has led
hls team to three-straight 20-win
seasons. "They've overcome a lot

- SEE NEWS, A2
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Men punch NCAA return . ticket
l

STEALS N' DEALS
SPRING BREAKAWAYS

lar season and since then they've

What's next

been very focused and locked in.
These three games in a row, I've
· The UCF's inen'sbasketball team's
· never had a group with the defenvictory Saturday in the Atlantic Sun
sive intensity and focus thls team
tournament automatically earns it a
has."
spot in the NCAA Tournament. The
The return to the Big Dance
Knights will find out next Sunday who
marks the fourth time in UCF hlsthey will play and where. The
tory the Knights will play in the
tournament opens March 16.
national postseason, but it's the
first time the men have done it
of adversity over the season and back-to-back. It's also a special
they've had a lot of peaks and val- feeling for the seniors who didn't
leys. We rededicated ourselves
with nine games to go in the reguPLEASE SEE SENIORS ON A7

BRANDON HELWIGI UCFSPORTS.COM

Men's hoops Coach Kirk Speraw has led the Knights back to the NCAA Tournament.
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Senate scales
back travel
expenses for

school clubs
After spending $286,178,
SGA puts the brakes on
out-of-town excursions

l

(

KATE HOWELL
• Senior Staff Writer

The SGA Senate has told UCF clubs and organizations to cut back traveling expenses in order to
avoid a budget crisis.
In a meeting Thursday, SGA Comptroller Nick
Merolle said the registration and travel account,
used primarily to send clubs and organizations to
conferences, will be out of money by the end of the ·
month at the current rate of spending.
Funds for the registration and travel account
had already been depleted earlier thls year, but a
transfer of $38,000 from other SGA accounts
staved off an impending bankruptcy.
"Be careful of your ~pending,'' Merolle said as
he addressed the Senate. "I don't know if it's logistically possible to get another transfer so when
you're out, you're out."
The Conference Registration Travel Committee oversees and initially approves all requested
traveling expenses from student organizations and
clubs. As of Wednesday, the SGA allocated travel
funds totaled at $286,178.
Merolle placed the blame firmly at the feet of
the senators. "They could've been more careful
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CHARLIE BENTON I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Richard Koller, co-owner of Broadway Piua, is one of the many proprietors in the University Shoppes plaza that are wotried about speculation of the plaza being torn down to make way for high-rise apartments.
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KATE HOWELL
(•

Senjor Staff Writer
I

I•
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·Word that off-campus shopping plaza University
· .
Shoppes may be cleared and remade with 10story high-rise housing has been met with caution and
alarm by many UCF-area businesses and residents.

!

Representatives for Hank Katzen, owner of enth level.
.
Rich~d Koller, co-owner of Broadway
the 14-acre plaza at University Boulevard and
Alafaya Trail, have been investigating the possi- Pizza in the University Shoppes, said these
bility of various d~velopment projects for the rumors have circulated off and on for "two or
three years." Koller is supportive of the' ~dea,
s~te, Chris Testerman, manager of Orange
County's planning divisiop, said. The latest saying UCF needs more housing to make it a
proposal - a 10-story high-rise that would "real cruppus area" He added that the changes _
combine housing and retail space - would could be good for business. "More people,
present both challenges and opportunities to ·more kids, eat more pizza, more business," he
the businesses in the plaza
said.
Koller said more off-campus housjng is
The possibility of adding taller buildings to
the plaza is being considered, but zoning regu- inevitable. "If you're going to put that many stulations limit buildings to 10-stories. The tallest dents out here, you have to put them somebuilding in the area now is six stories, but the where,'' he said. "I'll never understand why they
on-campus housing development near the
CHARLIE BENTON I CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE
Arena currently being built will include a sevThe University Shoppes plaza is in danger of being torn down.
PLEASE SEE STORE ON A3
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ENGINEERING ON A6

Etiquette tips
teach students
the do's, don'ts
When using a napkin,
blot mouth, do not wipe
ELIZABETH MURRAY
Staff Writer

It was used by the Germans td identify American spies during World War I. Ifproperly executed, it could help land job opportunities and
ensure second dates.
Julie Dern, founder and executive director of
the Academy of Etiquette and Protocol, gave dining-etiquette instructions during Friday evening's
14th annual Etiquette Dinner. ·
The event, coordinated for the first time by the
Student Government Association, was held in
the Key West Ballroom, which was dubbed the
"U.S.S. Pegasus" cruise ship for the night.
While Bfack Steel, the UCF steeI drum ensemble, played outside the ballroom, each guest was ·
handed a lei before entering the "ship," to set a
tropical mood.
Throughout the evening, Dem and her assistants instructed 150 students and staff on more
than 60 dining-etiquette rules, while they grazed
PLEASE SEE DON'T ON
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Around Cam us
News and notices for
the UCF community

Creatures of habit
The UCF Coun$eling Center will hold a presentation to
help us identify characteristics
of unhealthy relationships by
using fun and interactive exercises. The session begins at 7
p.m. today in the Student
Union Key West Room 218A.
Issues addressed will
include self-esteem, communication and decision mClkiflg. ·
For more information, contact Valeska Wilson at 407823-2811.

Career Knight
Career Knight is back by
popular demand. The roundtable event will be held at 5:30
p.m. tomorrow in the Student
Union Key West 218B.
For more information, contact Victoria Kerensky at 407304-6434 or e-mail vttkeren@aol.com.
·

Who's Who Scholarship
SGA has released applications for the Who's Who at
UCF 2005 Scholarship. The
applications can be downloaded
online
at
www.sga.ucf.edu or picked up
in the Student Government
Office in the Student Union
Room214.
Applications must be submitted along with a resume
and letter of recommendation
by Friday.
For more information, email SGA Adviser Shane Juntunen
at
juntunen@mail.ucf.edu.

Matter of health
The 19th annual UCF Wellness Expo will be held at 11
a.m. Wednesday in the Recreation and Wellness Center.
Expo 2005 will be packed
with wellness information,
ideas and health screenings.
Demonstrations consisting of
hip-hop dance, spinnl.ng' and
step aerobics will be available
throughout the day.
For more information, contact the Campus Wellness
Center at 407-823-5841.

Student daneers.make miracles
Marathon generates
about $40,000 for \1
children's network
MARK JUSTICE
Staff Writer

.B rittany Moscato felt "a
great sense of accomplishment" after dancing for 24
hours at this year's ninth annual Dance Marathon.
The event, which finished at
10 a.m. yesterday at the UCF
Recreation and Wellness Cen-

ter, raised more than $40,000
for the Children's Miracle Network.
The nonprofit organization
will use the money raised to
provide state-of-the-art medical care to sick children.
Hundreds of participants
danced the night away as music
played in the background and
tables lined with refreshments
were available for late-night
snackers.
"I'm completely fatigued,''
said Moscato after she spent 24
hours on her feet. "Bverything
inside of me wants to give up

right now...but it's worth it."
After hearing stories from
families whose children will
benefit from the event, Moscato said that was all the motivation she needed to keep dancing.
"Twenty-four hours is nothing compared to what the children we're dancing for have
been through," the faitgued
dancer said. "Hearing all the
stories of the kids and families,
and seeing them at the events,
that's the inspiration that keeps
you going."
UCF has sporisored Dance

Marathon to benefit The Children's Miracle Network since
1997. Since that time, the event
has raised more than $150,000.
This year's event raised almost
a third of the combined proceeds from previous dance
marathons.
Organizers · for
the
marathon, which is the largest
student-led philanthropy event
at UCF, spent months. preparing and raising money to market the cause by giving car
washes, touring hospitals and
donning style bracelets to
show support.

·Program revamps blood donations
Clubs, organizations trade life-giving source for pizza party
MONICA PANAKOS
Senior Staff Writer

With blood donations on
the decline, a group of UCF
students took matters into
their own hands and unveiled
a program to help boost blood
supplies at local blood banks.
Pledge for Pints, unlike its
counterpart Generation Donation, another on-campus
blood:donation
campaign,
works directly with clubs and
organizations to obtain blood
donations by scheduling 15minute appointments with
cll,!b members.
"Our main goal is to get as
many people involved as possible and to get as many clubs to
donate as possible,'' Michele
Mandelkorn, a spokeswoman
for Pledge for Pint, said. ''We're
trying to create a relationship
with clubs that can help us
meet our needs."
Pledge for Pints has already
signed up 92 donors from several clubs, including Campus
Crusade for Christ and the
Society of Women Engineers.
Mandelkorn said she is
hopeful those · relationships

will provide a steady stream of
blood donations.
"This semester we're doing
a lot oflegwork to get involved
with clubs so they'll show up
every time,'' she said. "Every
blood drive we want them to
get involved, something they'll
continually keep up from
semester .to semester."
She plans to sweeten the
deal by providing incentives to
encourage blood donations,
including giving away coupons
and prizes from various busi-'
nesses. Local pizza eatery Pie
in the Sky announced plans to ·
host a pizza party for the club
with the most donated blood.
The success of the program
will be tested May 9, when ·
Pledge for Pints holds its first
blood drive. There will be
three buses on hand to handle
the appointments.
"We really want our first
blood drive to be something
we can model others after,"
Mandelkorn said. "If we have
positive results, then it will
encourage future ones."
With positive results,
Pledge for Pints would provide
a steady supply of blood to the

So you're thinking
about giving blood

Central Florida Blood Bank, its
parent company.
Pledge for Pints aims to cut ·
down on the time needed to
give blood. On average, donating blood can take up to 45
minutes, depending on the
pumber of students in line.
Pledge for Pints wants to
delete at least 30 minutes from
that average. That means students wiil be in and out quickly.
Blood banks will benefit
from Pleclge for Pints because
it will receive a regular supply
of prescreened donors. On
average, about 30 percent of
students· must be turned away
for common reasons such as
new piercings or tattoos,
which automatically bar them
from giving blood.
Three-time blood donor
Trisha Whitmire expressed
enthusiasm about Pledge for
Pints new program.
"I think [Pledge for Pints] is
a good idea,'' the liberal studies
junior said. "It's convenient
because it's on campus. It's not
like we have to go somewhere
PLEASE SEE

Requirements for Donation:
·Must weigh more than 110 pounds
·Must be healthy, not sick
• No tattoos or piercings within the past
year
·At least 1Syears old
• No blood transfusions within the past
year
• Not pregnant
·No cardiac conditions
•Must have normal iron levels
• No travel outside the country for an
extendedtime (certain countries apply)
Facts about Blood:
• Type 0-blood is a universal donor. Any
blood type can accept this blood.
·Type AB blood is a universal receiver.It can
receive any type of blood.
Blood Links:

American Red Cross:
www.givelife.org
America's Blood Centers:
www.americasblood.org

Clubs thatwantto sign up for Pledge for Pint'S
can contact Cynthia at pledge4f>intsucf@hotmail.com.

PROGRAM ON AS

Vietnamese Student Association
The UCF VietnameseAmerican Student Association
will have the ninth general
meeting of the year at 4:30
p.m. Wednesday at the Barbara Ying Center.
For more information, visit
www.ucfvasa.org · or e-mail
ucf_vasa@yahoo.com.

Washington interns
A regional representative
for the Washington Center
will hold informational sessions with students at 11 a.m.
Thursday in the Howard
Phillips Hall Building Room
206.
The Washington Center
manages an internship program in Washington, D.C., that
is open to all majors.
For more information, call
or e-mail Linda Hargreaves at
407-823-4395
or
lhargrea@mail.ucf.edu.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 ·or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

It's not too late for Spring Break getaway
Punta Cana, Dominican stop to eat at a pub along
Republic, is quickly becoming Upper Stre~t.
popular. Last-minute bookings
Despite the glamour of travare still available, but the price eling to foreign cities, one
range is about $400-$500.
· week may not be enough time
Some cruise lines require for an international trip. Cruisstudents to be 21 years old, or . es can run one weekend, five
NAOMI RINGER
Staff Writer
stay in a cabin with someone at days or a week - another realeast 25 years old. Stewart son they remain popular, StewSpring Break doesn't come added that Princess Cruises art said.
soon enough for most stu- only requires a passenger to be
Lake Havasu, Ariz., home of
dents, but when it does, some . 18 years old.
the London Bridge, is a new
While these trips offer plen- hot spot for students. It is a
students are caught unaware.
. With midterms and other ty of sun and beach, some stu- compromise between the
upcoming tests, making plans dents are looking for a change. beach paradise and overseas
may be the furthest thing from International destinations, experience. Students can book
your mind - but don't wait such as London, Paris and a single room at the Nautical
too long, because prices go up. Madrid can be equally excit- Inn Resort for seven nights for
about $1,329. Prices decrease
Linda Stewart, travel agent ing.
"People feel more comfort- for groups.
for Go Travel in Orlando, said
And there are other alternastudents can still find package able traveling overseas," said a
deals, but "you need to be flex- travel agent for STA Travel, a tives. If you're not taken by
ible [to find airfare] and will- students-only travel agency. white-sand beaches, or the
ing to pay."
"You experience the lifestyle, thought of staying aboard a
cruise ship makes your stomCruises remain popular weather and culture."
among students because they
London provides a trip rich ach nauseous, a trip to New
are all-inclusive, Stewart said. in historic sites and culture. York City may be the perfect
Popular destinations are the Visit Buckingham Palace, destination.
stand underneath Big Ben or
Catch a play on Broadway,
B~as, Mexico and Jamaica.

Good deals elusive
with one week to go
before school recess

•

Nation &World
Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

.
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Future of the SAT's to be more
than just filling in the bubble

•

LEWISTON, Maine .
The wave of anxiety over the
new SAT with essay finally
breaks next Saturday, when an
•
estimated 300,000 · high
school students will take the
test for the first time.
For them the exam may
seem all-important, but it •
doesn't. matter everywhere,
and Bates College is a prime •
example. Twenty years ago,
the liberal arts college decided students could submit
standardized test scores vol- ~ •
untarily but stopped requiring
therri - convinced they did
little to identify who will con•
tribute and thrive.
Bates partly credits the
policy for more than doubling ,
applications. One student said •
the policy helps lure passionate students.
The changes to the SAT,
which also include shaking up .
some multiple choice sec- ,
tions, are an effort by its
owner, the College Board, to
•
persuade the admi.s sions
world that the test remains
useful and fair.
4

•

Gas sends youth swimmers
on a trip to the ER in Colorado

•

ROYAL OAK, Mich. - ·
More than 50 people were
·•
taken to a hospital Saturday 1
after high levels of carbon
' monoxide were detected at a
high school pool during ' •
swi.rrup.ing lessons, police
said. ·
The children and adults
'<ii
fell ill Saturday morning
inside Dondero High School
in suburban Detroit. Doctors
checked 35 people who com•
plained of headaches, nausea
and vomiting. Others left
before being examined.
Royal Oak police Sgt. Barry
•
Gale said tests had found high
levels of carbon monoxide,
which were believed to be
caused by a malfunctioning • •
furnace. The mcident was still
under investigation.
The entire school wa:s
evacuated as a precaution.

· Believed oldest human ancestor
walks into the scientific world

ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia
- A team of U.S. and Ethiopian scientists has discovered
go shopping or take a nap in
the fossilized remains of what
Central Park - either way it · they believe is humru;ikind's
can offer big-city glamour or
first walking ancestor, a
just enough relaxation before
hominid that lived in the
wooded grasslands of the
hitting the books again. Travelocity.com offers hotel and
Horn of Africa nearly 4 milflight package for about $1,400,
lion years ago.
which includes a 3-night stay
The bones were discov' at the SoHo Grand Hotel.
ered in February at a new site
It's nearing the end of skiing
called Mille, in the northeastand snowboarding season, but
ern Afar region of Ethiopia,
still a great time to ride the . said Bruce Latimer, director
of the Cleveland Museum of
slopes in Colorado, said Jackie
Voss, a travel agent for Bay
Natural History in Ohio. They
are estimated to be nearly 4
~ea Travel on Colonial Drive.
million years old.
"Last-minute airfare will cost
about $400 per person," she
The fossils include an
said. ·~d depending on where
ankle bone which, with the
you stay, cabins run about
tibia, proves the creature
$1,000 for 4 nights per person."
walked upright, said Latimer,
co-leader of the team that disAnd once you've made
covered the fossils.
plans for Spring Break, don't
forget about getting traveler's
checks or having extra cash on
Assad announces pullback of
hand. "Our experience has
Syrian forces to begin soon
been that on average, most stuDAMASCUS, Syria
President Bashar Assad on
dents use around $350 for food
and activities for a full week,"
StudentCity.com stated. •
' PLEASE SEE NATION ON A4
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· Store manager: 'It
· won't be the same
· college atmosphere'
and how inuch rent would
increase," Koller said. "It could
don't have more student hous- be a good thing if it is done with
ing on campus."
consideration to the local busi•
If the idea becomes a reality, nesses."
Koller said he would like to
Ellen Griswold, co-owner of
own space in the new building. Greeks and More, said she is
, , "This is a good location," he fairly certain the change will
said. "If they had more students happen. The embroidery store
right here, I think it would be a is one of the newest businesses
good business opportunity. in the plaza, and Griswold said
'> This plaza here, we have no
she plans to stay even if things
walk-in traffic."
change. ·
Koller said that although
"When we signed the lease,
lunch business is good, Broad- they told us they were doing
:> way Pizza depends on delivery.
this high rise," she said.
"We get walk-in business from
"That college is doing nothSiemen's Westinghouse but not . ing but growing," Griswold
added. "By being over here we
:> from UCF, which is just across
the street," he said.
will be able to secure those
However, the change would services."
also complicate things.
"My main fear is what's
>
''We would have to consider going to happen to my ren~;·
build-out, how much it would she said. Griswold was only
cost to maintain our status here allowed to sign a two-year lease
,.

>
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Miguel Carbonetti, a cook at the Liquid Cellar, said that rumors of the University Shoppes plaza's demise have circulated for years.

with the option to sign a new
lease in the future, but she was
toldher rent may triple.
With $60,000 worth of

equipment and merchandise . investment is serious."
Karen Sgambati, Web site
invested, Griswold is determined to keep her business. manager f<?r the off-campus
"YJ'e'll manage," she said. "My bookstore Knight's Corner, is

more skeptical. Sgambati said
rumors like these have been
making rounds for the six years
she's worked at Knight's Cor- .
ner. "They've been talking
about it for years," she said.
"When I see something get
done, I'll believe it."
Sgambati said the new project is potentially a good change,
describing the plaza as "kind of
run down." If the high-rise is
built, Knight's Corner will
probably stay, she said. "We'll
probably just move," she added.
"I don't see our company want·
ing to back out."
Many employees of the Liquid Cellar, a college sports bat,
are against the idea entirely. "I
hope it doesn't happen," Liquid
Cellar server Patti Titecomb
said. "It won't have the same
traditional, college atmosphere
ifit does."
Miguel Carbonetti, a cook at
the Liquid Cellar, said rumors
of this sort circulate all the time.
''We heard condominiums last
time," he said. "Then they said
no, they weren't going to do it.
We hear stories all the time."
. Neither Titecomb nor Carbonetti were in a position to
comment on whether the Liquid Cellar would move to a new
building.
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Nation &World

Higher Education
·What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Two U.S. colleges end study
abroad program in Spain
MISSION VIEJO, Calif.
- Leaders of two community colleges in southern
California have ended their
schools' study abroad programs in Spain, citing the
country's troop withdrawal
from Iraq.
The trustees of the
South Orange County
Community College District, comprising Irvine
Valley College and Saddleback College, voted 5-2 last
week to cancel the 14-yearold summer program.
"Spain has abandoned
our fighting men and
women, withdrawing tl).eir
support," said trustee Tom
Fuentes. "I see no reason to
send students of our col- .
leges to Spain at this
moment in history."
Trustees also cited the
program's expense and
potential liability to the
school district, though they
approved a trip to Italy
with higher daily costs. /

Yale to make Ivy League
education more affordable
NEW HAVEN, Conn. Yale University dramatically increased its financial
aid for low-income families
Thursday, the latest move
by the Ivy League to attract
students who had seen the
schools as out of their price
range.
Beginning next year,
families making less than
$45,000 will no longer have
to pay tuitiOI)., and families
earning between $45,000
and $60,000 will see their
required contributions cut
by an average of50 percent,
Yale said.
Yale's tuition, including
room, board and other fees,
is about $41,000. About 40
percent of undergraduates
receive financial aid, with
an average awa,rd this year
of$22,000.
The change follows similar moves at other Ivy
League schools, which
have pushed in receJ!t
years not just to make
tuition affordable to more
students, but also to
remake their images.
Harvard made a similar
move last year, saying fam- .
ilies making less than
$40,000 do not have to pay
tuition.

Or(ando·'s

.~

Student government wants
'nearly free' tuition

r;.
("I

(

CHEYENNE, Wyo. The
University · of
Wyoming student government passed a resolution
Tuesday asking administrators to remember the state
constitution's instruction
to keep tuition as "nearly
free as possible."
The resolution comes as
the university prepares to
raise next year's tuition by
5.7 p ercent. As they raise
tuition, UW administrators
are considering new guidelines that will tie future
raises to r median family
income, state economic
health indicators, tuition
rates at other universities
and scholarship availability.
The resolµtion, which
was approved 23-0 with
one abstention, generally
supports the n ew guidelines, but also reminds
trustees about the constitution's language.
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ASyrian man reads President Bashar Assad's full speech on the complete withdrawal of troops
to the Bekka valley in eastern Lebanon and eventually to the Syria/Lebanon border.
FROM A2

nium ' enrichment program
under Security Council scrutiny is a dangerous path, warned
Hasan Rowhani, Iran's top
nuclear negotiator.
Rowhani also confirmed
that Iran was building a tunnel
next to a nuclear facility in Isfahan without first informing the
International Atoinic Energy
Agency, the U.N. nuclear
watchdog agency.
A diplomat familiar with
Iran's dossier said this week
that parts of the concrete tunnel
could run as deep as a half-mile
underground and could withstand the severest of air attacks.

Saturday announced a twostage pullback of Syrian forces
to the Lebanese border failed to
address broad international
demands that he completely
withdraw Syria's 15,000 troops
after nearly 30 years in the
country.
Assad also did not respond
to President Bush's demand
just a day earlier that Syria have
all its troops and intelligence
agents out of Lebanon before its
parliamentary elections in May.
Instead, Assad said his plan
would put Syria in full compliance with international agree- 1
ments and U.N. demands.
Burdines fades into Florida history
Assad was vague about the ·as Macy's drops name of store
pullback, leaving it unclear if
MIAMI - The Burdines
Syrian forces would eventually name became' a part of history
· leave Lebanon or be kept inside Sunday, as corporate partner
the country near the Syrian Macy's put its name alone on
frontier. He said Syrian and the department stores that have
Lebanese authorities would been a Florida fixture for 107
negotiate this week.
years.
Long before Burdines
Mideast instability grows as
became "The Florida Store,'' it
nuclear production increases
opened as little more than a
TEHRAN, Iran - Iran said trading post in Miami in 1898,
Saturday it will never agree to just three years after the city
permanently stop making was founded. It quickly grew
nuclear fuel and warned that into a cornerstone of downany attempt to haul it before the .town Miami and opened stores
Security Council for possible in Miami Beach and West Palm
sanctions would lead to more Beach and later spread across
instability in the Middle East.
the state.
Any effort by Washington to
--..,. ASSOCIATED PRESS
bring Tehran's suspended ura-

Week in Health
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

New technology personalizes diets

for Disease Control and Prevention has recommended
testing for bird flu in the United States if travelers have been
in an affected area within 10
days.

A new technology called
metabonomics promises to
measure metabolism and customize a diet based on those
measurements, allowing people to choose diet and exercise
regimens that are tailored to
their metabolic states. It may
also identify disorders before
they produce symptoms. Scientists plan to measure metabolites that are found in abundance in urine, plasma and
various body tissues. They are
currently examining a few
thousand people to' identify the
extremes and the norms for the
amount of these metabolites.
They hope to eventually establish a human metabonome, an
equivalent of human genome
for metabolism.
·

World population to hit 98 by

U.S. testing bird flu vaccine

Tasmanian devils could be wiped
out

The U.S. government is testing a bird flu vaccine in preparation for the possibility of outbreak of avian flu. Some of the
test batches are getting ready
for clinical trials, and two million doses of vaccines will be.
stored in case of emergence of
bird flu. The bird flu has affected poultry in eight Asian countries and has resulted in 45
human deaths. Although there
is no sign of transmission of the
virus from person to person,
scientists believe that the possibility increases with each
new human case. The Centers
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DON'T MISS

Student
Spectacular .
Wed. March 9th

FREE ADMISSION
$1 RIDES
for Students (through College)
And Teachers
With School ID
<

MARCH 3----13, 2005
All your favorite food, exhibits,
animals, entertainment and rides are back!
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The world's population will
increase to 9.1 billion by 2050 a 40 percent increase- according the United Nafions. All of
this growth, however, will be in
the developing world, especially in the 50 poorest countries.
The population of developed
countries is expected to grow
to 7.8 billion from today's 5.3
billion. The population of richer developed countries is
expected to remain mostly
unchanged, at 1.2 billion.
Although the developed countries are expected to have an
increasingly aging population,
immigration would prevent the
decline in the overall population of the richer countries.

A mysterious cancer has
wiped out as many as half of
the Tasmanian devils, and has
put the world's most unusual
animals in danger of extinction.
Until recently, there were
about 150,000 devils in the
world, almost all in Tasmania,
off the coast of Australia Now,
a bizarre facial cancer that
appears as tumors around the·
head has killed many of these
creatures. There is no known
cure for this cancer and there
are no tests to see if a devil has
been infected.

WIN UPTO A$2000 SCHOLARSHIP!
A THE ROY LIKINS SCHOLARSHIP: Schola~hips valued up to $2000will be awarded in both undergraduate
N
and graduate categories by the Florida Section American Water Works Association.

N

0

ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must have
attained65collegecredithours;havea
c minimumof3.0GPAbasedona4.0
~ system,and mustbepersuingadegree
0 related to the drinking water industry in
aAorida college or university.
u
N
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Purdue student injured in fall
from fraternity window
WEST LAFAYETTE,
Ind. - A Purdue student
who fell more than 22 feet
from a third floor fraternity
window was hospitalized
in critical but stable condition Thursday, a hospital
spokeswoman said.
Joshua Miller, 21, of
Royal Center, was semiconscious when police arrived
at the Sigma Nu fraternity
house Wednesday morning.
Miller, a liberal arts
sophomore, suffered a fractured wrist, ankle, skull and
internal injuries from the
fall, Purdue police Lt. Fred
Davis said.
He was taken to St. Elizabeth Medical Center in
Lafayette, where he underwent surgery.
Foul play was not suspected, police said.

On{y 'llyscafe Veeas Styfe Lounge

Apply before April 15, 2005.
Please obtain an application by contacting:
Charles J. Voss, P.E., DEE
cloCOM
2301 Mailland Contor Pkwy.
Suite 300
Maitland, FL 32751

Phone: 1407) 660·2552

Fax:

(407) 875·1161

E-Mail: vossc}§cdm.com
www.fsawwa.org
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) Don't lick the silverware or
' your fingers, no picking teeth
FROM

Al

through a free, four-course
meal, including beef barfey
soup, chicken marsala and
chocolate cake for dessert.
)
"Etiquette is making other
people feel comfortable,'' Dem
repeated throughout the night
In order to feel comfortable
yourself, you must practice etiquette at all meals, Dem said.
She explained the difference
between dining American
) style, which calls for placing
your silverware slightly apart
at a 10 o'clock-four o'clock posi.tion when resting, and dining
) continental style - placing ,
your silverware in an X posi.
CHASE HANSEL I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
tion when resting. During 150 students attended an etiquette dinner sponsored by SGA to learn proper ta~le manners.
) World War I, German officers
could detect an American spy hand?" Dem replied, "Oh my,
The couple then displayed
· if he or she used American- how times have changed. A their skills by dancing a
style dining habits, Dern told firm handshake is in order for smooth waltz, a cha-cha, a salsa
1
students.
both genders for a social or and a swing dance. Each
One common mistake often business situation and either demonstration was met with
overlooked, according to Dern, male or female may initiate the enthusiastic applause.
is keeping your elbows on the . handshake first."
Before offering students a
table. Probably all of ·our parThe room filled with quiet quick lesson in swing dancing,
ents taught us not to do it, but chuckles when Dern told the Mr. Carden said, "Etiquette in
now we often forget the rule, women, "Ladies ifyou want the ballroom is mostly in posture
guy to pay for you on a second and form."
1 she said.
According to most students,
Always passing "Mrs. Salt · date, it's a good idea not to
and Mr. Pepper'' together, even order anything more expensive the evening was a resounding
if only asked for one, is a must than he does." She added, "Ifhe success.
\
) for proper dining, Dem said. If orders the hamburger, and you
"I always wanted to do it,''
they become separated, the . get a lobster, you can expect to said UCF student Genevieve,
next person who wants to use be paying for yourself next who wouldn't· give her last
name. "It was a lot of fun. I
both must ask two people for time."
) the shakers instead of one
Dern also included some didn't realize there were 11
While salting your food dining-etiquette history during pieces of silverware in a sevenbefore tasting it can give inter- her instruction. "Only Ameri- course meal." ·
Chase Hansel, a UCF
viewers the wrong impression, cans use American-style dining
Tia Young, director of the today," she said. ''All of Europe mechanical engineering major,
Tampa Etiquette Academy, used to dine American style said he learned things he might
said. "Interviewers might think until the 1840s, when an Eng- not use now, but he knows will
l
you judge before you try some- lish magazine stated it was be useful in the future.
"I didn't know things like
thing," she explained.
more fashionable to dine contiFor women, etiquette has nental style."
which way to pass items, to
changed throughout the years.
Following the meal, ball- keep the salt and pepper
In the past, it was appropri- room dance instructors Phillip together,·what you had to wait
ate for women to "powder their and Erin Carden took the floor on the host for, things like that,"
nose" during a meal, but today to teach dance etiquette.
Hansel said. "When I find
> it is deemed bad etiquette. "It
Before the couple demon- myself at a formal dinner, I will
takes away your power," said strated their dance moves, Mr. remember half the rules, but I
Young. "You don't see men Carden told students, ''A man will have a pretty good idea
doing that."
always has a right to ask a lady what is going on, and I proba;i
When asked by a man on to dance, and a lady should say bly won't completely embar.her Web site, "In this age of yes." But the man should only rass myself. A decent underpolitical correctness, how do I . dance one song with a woman standing ·of how to act at a
know if I should and how I before leading her back to her formal table is absolutely
should, shake a woman's - seat, he added.
required."
>
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THE UCF HONOR SOCIETY OF

PHI KAPPA PHI
What does Phi Kappa Phi represent?
• Prestige. Phi Kappa Phi is the nation's oldest, largest
and most selective all-discipline honor society.
• High Standards. Only the top 10°/o of seniors and 5°/o
of juniors, having completed at least 72 semester
hours, are eligible for membership. Graduate students
in the upper 10°/o also qualify, as do faculty,
professional staff, and alumni who have achieved
·
scholarly distinction.
•Awards. Phi Kappa Phi awards more than $500,000
annually to outstanding members and chapters. No
other honor society awards as much.
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You've worked hard. You've earned it.
For more information, contact
Dr. Robert Pennington, President
Phi Kappa Phi Chapter 232
BA II, Room 305 • Robert.Pennington@mail.ucf.edu

407-823-2640

· Program aim~ to increase donation
•
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to do it." ·
Blood donor John Elac, a
U.S. government professor,
believes setting a good example is the best way to encourage students to donate.
"I encourage my students to
donate," he said.. "I tell them
that I have donated and then
encourage them to do so. I
think [the faculty] can play a

positive role, sharing their
experience and encouraging
their students to do the same."
According to the American
Red Cross, at all times its
blood banks are only 48 hours
. · away from running out of .
blood. Even though 60 percent
of Americans are eligible to ·
donate, less than 5 percent participate.
'
Since blood lasts only a little more than a month before
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Loving Families are
Waiting to Adopt

Let us help
you with living
expenses, medical
expenses, counseling,
, and the·attention you deserve.

Attorne S. Brenner
.

spoiling, new supplies are
always in constant demand. In
fact, since its peak after Sept.
ll, 2001, when a record-breaking 500,000 people donated
nationwide, blood donation
has been on the decline.
Of the 5 percent of Americans who donate, 15 percent of
those are college students.
That number could rise even
higher with the startup of programs like Pledge for Pints.
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FREE LEGAL SERVICES

IIIII

STUDENT
LEGAL
SERVICES

GRE GMAT LSAT MCAT
DAT OAT PCAT TOEFL

IIIII

to

Currently, enrolled students are entitled consult with
program attorneys about legal matters and receive
advice. In atldition, lega1 repre,sentation, up to and
including all stages of trial, may be provided in certain
types of cases, such as the following:

Receive a $100 rebate when you enroll in a
Kaplan course between March 1 and March 31.

;)

CONFIDENTIAL

)
~·

24/7

21+ ID Required

Landlord/tenant problems affecting student's
living arrangements in the community.

•

Consumer problems confronting individual
students.

FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

Entertainment
Call for Info

11\VERN•.
:i

WEDNESDAYS

~

with Ramez
THURSDAYS

Open Mic Night

Karaoke

SUNDAY

Blues Jam, 4 - ap.m.

~~~Noro~r~~-

SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

127:F Enst Colouial Drive• O~udo, Florida

(Al 408 &- E. Colonial)

Limited time offer!
Call or visit us online for more
info.r mation or to enroll.

Traffic cases

live

.r..:..,._,.., SMOKEE

)

•

•

Criminal law

•

Uncontested dissolution of marriage

•

Bankruptcy

www.stµlegal.sdes.ucf.edu
Students in need of legal service should contact,
either in person or by telephone (407-823-2538),
Student Legal Services in Room 155, Student
Resource Center. All consultations are by appointment
only. No legal ad.;,ce will be given over the phone.
Call 407-823-253 8 to set up an appointment, or visit the
Student Resource Center, room 155,
. Monday-Friday 8arn-5 prn.
,
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KAPLAN

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com/rebate

Higher test scores
guaranteed or
your money back ..

Test Prep and Admissions
,.Tust
The
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Ask

a doc
PATTI STUART,ARNP
UCF Health Services

What are black box warnings
and why was Dep<rProveragj.ven

a black box warning?
Prescription drugs are
unavoidably associated with side
effects, but the benefits of using
such drugs usually outweigh the
accompanying risks so long·as
the expert judgment of a
licensed practitioner is first
applied in the decision to use a
drug for a particular patient.
Most risks for prescription drugs
appear in descending order of
importance in the medication's
labeling. The Food and Drug
Administration, however, may
require special health risks (particularly those that may lead .to a
serious injury or side effect) to
be identified in the labeling in a
prominently displayed "black
box" warning. The FDA usually
reserves boxed warnings for
serious or life threatening risks
that can be minimized by conveying critical information to the
prescribing doctor, the pharmacist, the patient, the·pharmaceutical manufacturer, and the dis-

tributor in a highlighted manner.
There are multiple rationales
the FDA has for imposing boxed
warnings. Reasons include:
• Ensuring that prescribing
doctors have the necessary information to perform risk/benefit
analyses for patient in particular
circumstances.
• Ensuring safe and effective
dosing of the drug.
• Securing crucial methods
and settings for administration
of the drug.
• Reducing dangerous drug
interactions.
• Promoting the monitoring
of patients for serious,. but possibly reversible, adverse reactions.
The FDA issued a black box
warning highlighting that prolonged use of the Depo-Provera
Contraceptive Injection may
result in the loss of bone density.
Depo-Provera is an established
drug approved for use in women
to prevent pregnancy. The
longer the drug is used, the
greater the loss of bone density
which can lead to osteoporosis.
In addition, bone density loss
may not reverse completely
when women stop using DepoProvera.
Depo-Provera has been lised ·
for decades as birth control
throughout the world, and
remains a safe and effective contraceptive. The FDA and the
drug's manufacturer are taking
this action to ensure that physicians and patients have access to
this important information.
Depo-Provera stops ovaries
from releasing eggs. The body
no longer builds a thin lining or
no lining in the uterus at all,
because it no longer readies itself
for pregnancy. One injection
remains effective for three
· months.
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E-mail your questions to
askadoc@mail.ucf.edu

Engineering gets
huge chunk of funds
FROM

Al

and responsible," he said. "They
could've been more responsible
with their spending." He chastised them for not being fiscally
responsible and overly generous when allocating money to
various clubs and organizations.
During his rep9rt, Merolle
suggested that the Senate
should consider college size
when allocating money. "Look
at how big their college is versus how much you are spending," he said. Currently, the College of Engineering and
Computer Science receives the
lion's share of allocated money
with more than $75,000 or 27
percent of the total funds.
Marci Gonzalez, president
of UCF's student branch of the
Radio-Television News Directors Association, is concerned
that her organization suffered
unfairly from the budget
crunch.
RTNDA received $1,500 to
send 13 of their members to· a
conference in Las Vegas. They
had originally asked SGA to pay
for their registration costs of
$3,575. Last year they received
$1,785 to attend a similar conference.
"Individual members of student orgamzations shouldn't
have to suffer because CRT
messed up," Gonzalez said. "I
understand they are trying to
fix their current situation, but it
seems like too little, too late.
They
probably
could've
planned a little better, but since
they didn't, student organizaticms are the ones to suffer,
especially clubs that aren't affiliated with engineering."
The Senate also allocated
$1,500 to send four members of
the Electrochemical Society to
an international ECS meeting in
Q!iebec, Canada.
Sameer Deshpande, a graduate student who will be present,ing his research at the meeting,
is content with the funding he
was given. "I know the situation
with the CRT and I'm okay with

,,

SGA allocated funds
for registration and
travel expenses:
Engineering & Computer Science
$75,423
Arts &Sciences
$48,142
Multicultural/Religious
$32,096
Health &Public Affairs
$20,886
Education
$15,772
SGA Legislative
$14,587
· Social
$13,402
SGA (other fees)
$12,450
Business
$12,257
Activism
$11,700 .
Honorary/Leadership
$10,600
Military
$6,592
Hospitality
$6,380
Optics
$3,391
Governance Council
$2,500

Total allocated funds:

c.

24-hour high speed Internet
Service in all 4 bedrooms.
No other Internet service needed.
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Free shuttle ser~ice to and from UCF
I)

Less than
1 mill trom UCf!
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SOURCE: STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

what we got," he said.
Still, Deshpande thinks the
Senate should spend more on
conferences and research, and
less on social organizations. "It
is important for us to present
our research work and it will
benefit UCF as a whole," he
said. "They should fund .more
research kind of stuff. There is
very good research going on in
all UCF departments." He saiq
he saw "no discrimination" in
the way the Senate allocated
funds to different organiZations.
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· Great Neigbborsl
clubhouse with big-screen TV &
computers with Fast Internet
brand new fitness center
Belinda Dulcia
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• "fine Glass Smoking Accessories"
•"Detoxify" Oeaners
·Scales
·Hookahs
•Wa.t.er Pipes

·Hand Blown Glass
·Ceramics/Acrylics
·Incense/Pipe Oeaner
·Body Jewelry

543 S. Semoran Blvd, Winter Park• 407-679-8365

10% Discount wit/~ Student ID
Must be 18 to enter, 10 required

-

Unlimited local phone service
(4 private lines); electricity, water, sewer & pest
control included (no utility deposits)

$286,178

High Society Pipes &Cigars
• Phat Pyrex Pipes
·Wood Pipes
• Metal Pipes
• Sherlocks/Bubblers

'

Cable TV Programming
with 68 channels plus HBO.

Alex lwaskewya
'1....mly...owedfor
oseconclyoor:llb
lhelold-bad<olmo5phero; my friends and I
l!1G'IO<!herelorlhe
beautiful pool area
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SUPER KITCHEN • FULLY FURNISHED
Self-cls•ming oven, lce-maker"refrigerator, microwave, dishwasher
Utility room with full-size washer ond dryer • Alarm system & keyed deadbolts on all doors
Full-size bed, dresser with mirror and.end toble • 4 private full bathrooms
•
.
Computer desk and chair
www.boardwalkapts.net
info@boardwalkapts.net
fax 40t384-8094
Located 8/10 of a mile from UCF
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BRANDON HELWIG I UCFSPORTS.COM

Senior Gary Johnson was named the Atlantic Sun Conference tournament MVP with 19 points in Saturday's win over Gardner-Webb.

.

Seniors earn one more
chance for big victory
FROM
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,want their college careers to end
in Nashville.
"Everybody played hard,"
'senior guard Gary Johnson said
.''We played as hard as we possi'bly could because it could have
~been the last time I stepped on
the court. Everybody played
hard, defensively and offensively. We put it all together three
days straight, that was the best ·
thing about it"
Added senior Kingsley
Edwards, "For me, it's a lot more
sweeter. Last year I had injury
,problems. This year I'm healthy
and I feel like I'm much more of
'a part of this team. It's a great
feeling."
For three-straight days the
Knights played against what the ·
·team believes to be the toughest
competition in the tournament.
All of the players agr~d that
:they had a tougher road to the ASun title game, but they won by
a greater difference in each
game than .GWU did in its
'games.
"I wasn't worried about the
spreads, just how we were playing," Speraw said 'We had the
tougher road, playing Belmont
on their home floor. We played
three ofthe top four teams in the
league to get to the charnpionship. We were just focused on
what we were doing. I really
liked the energy in the beginning
ofgames with the )WY we got on
top of teams with defense."
''It was funny to me because
as we were leaving they (Gardner-Webb) was saying that we
weren't athletic enough to be as
good as are," Johnson added "I
.knew it was going to be the
defense stepping up and everybody playing hard for tournament play. They were trying to
sell us short like we weren't
·going to be much competition
and that was kind of a slap in the
face and that made us play hard"
The final game marked the
second-straight time the No. 2
seed Knights played.against the
No. 1 seed. Both times UCF
walked away with the win and
ended the No. I seed's hopes of a
shot in the NCAA Tourney. For
. Johnson, the win over GWU was
even better than last year's win
·over Troy.
'We owed them something,"
Johnson said "That first time we
played them at our house, we
didn't score for 11 minutes. If a
team doesn't score for 11 minutes
against us, they're going to lose
by 10 or 15 points. We went out

ENTEIWRISES, Ine.

Need a.

•

Business Plan,
but can' t afford one?
We can teach you
or do it for you!

CALL
TODAY!
•

407-810-4728
or 407-977-2462
www.DVanqJ.com
Se Habla Espanol

weeks. It's hard to keep our edge
there and showed that"
But it wasn't just the seniors but that's the challenge ahead of
that reveled in the win. Along us." .
If the team needs something
side the Knights' trio of seniors
was a trio of junior college trans- to do, they can always watch a
fers that were elated to be head- Tivod re-run of ESPN Sportsing to the NCAA Tournament in Center from last Friday night.
ESPN's college basketball anatheir first year at UCF.
"This is like one of the best lys~s paid tribute to the Knights'
thihgs in my life," junior college hard work, albeit a little early. Jay
transfer Marcus Johnson said. Bilas labeled the Knights as a
''I'm so happy right now. This is potential bracket buster if they
made the Tournament, meaning
what I've been living for:'
While the entire team was they could be dangerous to any
celebrating, one player was actu- team they face in the first ro\fild
"Let's just say I was excited,"
ally hurting from the win. Senior
Marcus Avant, who has been the Peppers said "It was one of the
men's defensive leader for the . greatest moments of my life
past two seasons had to watch because as a child I always
the game from the sideline due dreamed ofbeing on ESPN. The
to a back injury. For Avant, the moment everybody saw us on
win means more time to heal Tv, we darted out into the halland more time to prepare a way:•
''I caught it and I went wild
comeback
· "It was great," Avant said. when they said we were a brack"They won this tournament and et buster," Gary Johnson said.
gave me another chance to get "Everybody ended up catching it
back on the court. There's noth- and the whole seventh floor of
ing .b etter than .playing in the the Holiday Inn Select was wild
NCAA (Tournament) two years for about five minutes."
in a row."
In the show's opening monAvant went on to say that he's . tage, a highlight of Marcus Johnplayed the role as the team's son dunking against Jacksonville
motivational leader while he's was also showed
been out. He knows that if he
"I caught that, I came running
can't play in the first round ofthe . out of my room screaming up
NCAA Tournament, he'll h.we and down the hallway in the
to remain a leader and steer his hotei" Marcus Johnson said "It
squad towards the second round was my first time ever being on
so he'll have another week to SportsCenter, that's a compliment to me."
bounce back
"I'm about 45 percent right
Despite the breakdown ofthe
now," Avant said of his health. Knights making the first round
"Hopefully I can get better, get ofthe NCAA Tournament airing
out there with these guys and before they even played the Ashow them some love and play a Sun champion~hip game, the
little more defense. I'm down on men were certain they wouldn't
mysel£ I want to be out.t he court let it get to their heads. They
and I'm rehabbing to get back were even more certain that
out there. I promised these guys they wouldn't let GWU get fired
I'll be back for the NCAA Tour- up about it either.
"I didn't once think about
nament"
All that remains for the team how Gardner-Webb was going
until Selection Sunday, when to feel about it," Gary Johnson
they find out what seed they've said. ''.All I knew was that we'd
earned and who they'll face next, been recognized and they
is a long wait. The selection (ESPN) knew what we were
show is six days from today. capableo£"
Regardless, the Knights are in
Speraw maintains that he won't
the Tourney. Despite having no
let his team lose focus.
'We can't worry about what previous NCAA Tournament
· might happen," Speraw said. experience, ·Marcus Johnson
'We're not going to even focus believes this team can do someon an opponent until selection thing this year.
"It doesn't matter who we
Sunday. Then we'll devise a
game plan for whatever oppo- play," he said "Our defense is so
nent we come up against We're good We just don't give up."
But Peppers was there last
going to get our focus back on
some academic things for this year. He knows the competition.
"All of us/have the mindset
week and try to stay as· sharp as
we can. It's a very difficult that who ever we play, we're
stretch to go from our tourna- going to fight," Peppers said "I .
ment to not playing for two think we're very dangerous."
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ne of the keys to college
life is having a quality bar
to hang out at.
While the Library might suit
some students' taste, there's
obviously always going t'o be an
overwhelming population of
college students who want to
spend the night toasting to their
friends, kicking back a few good
brews and holding a girl's hair
back. '
And that's fine. These nights
are what keep the·college boat
afloat. But for some students,
one of the oldest bars in the
UCF area is fading away. The
Liquid Cellar has been a staple
of the college experience at
UCF for more years than most
students can remember. A
potential real estate deal could
send the Cellar the way of the
dodo.
If Hank Katzen, the owner of
the University Shoppes plaza,
has his way, then the Cellar,
along with other UCF staples
like Broadway Pizia and
Knight's Comer Bookstore, are
screwed. The owners and their
stores will be kicked to the curb
to make way for a brand new
apartment and retail complex
high-rise that will serve the stu. dents of UCF.
Want to know what else
serves the students of UCF?
The Liquid Cellar. Broadway
Pizza. Underground Bluz.
Knight's Comer Bookstore.
Domino's Pizza. Shanirock

Liquor. Even the nightclub 'Ire
- no matter how goofy the
gimmick - serves the UCF student body.
All of that could disappear
because some real estate owner
wants to make more money.
Poll most students with a
regular social nightlife and
they'll most likely have a story
about a wild night at the Cellar.
Ask one what he's doing on
Tuesday. Pitchers for $2. Ask
one what he's doing on Saturday. Mugs for $1.50. Granted, the
latter has decreased in popularity lately, but it's still a benchmark in UCF legend.
For the younger students at
UCF who have never had the
chance to experience the Cellar,
it's a shame. The Cellar was the
first bar for most people. When
money's running low, who hasn't popped over there for free
wings during Friday happy
hour? Sure, it makes the staff
irate, but if there's a Friday that
half the Greek system isn't saddled.up at a table, scarfing down
wings, then there must have
been a natural disaster.
People always complain that
UCF lacks the spirit and tradition that other colleges like the
University of Florida and Florida State maintain. Go to either
of those schools, or almost any
school out of state for that matter, and ask 10 students where
the best bar is. That's what the
Cellar used to be. Thtee years

ago if you asked most UCF students where they'd be on a Saturday night, they'd answer the
Cellar without even thinking.
· UCF students take it all for
granted, though. In all fairness, a
good portion of the student
body is reading this and scoffing
at the idea of a bar being important to college life. Here's some
breaking news - you're a college student! Act like it. If you
don't think an occasional beer
or 12 is important to crack th~
tension that a week patked with
tests will cause, then you might
need a remedial course on how
to live.
For many of us for the past
four or five years, the Cellar has
been that home away from
home. It's been the place riddled
with an aura of vomit where we
go to get the textbooks off our
minds and the cold beer into
our bellies. The Cellar has been
that bar where the bartenders
stay the same for three years at
a time and the alumni go to
relive their college days. .
One guy wants to take that
away from UCF to make room
for even more apartments in an
area that has more housing than
people. You might not think it's
a big deal, but rest assured you'll
ask yourself a few years down ·
the road, "Whatever happened
to the Cellar?"
For now, you should ask
yourself, "Is killing history really
worth a few more dollars?"

Minimum wage

may be on the rise
week.the U.S. Senate
is preparmg to vote on a
. proposal that would
boost the national minimum
wage for the first time since
1997. The vote, which w ill take
place tonight, has two competing proposals on the table concerning new bankruptcy legislation.
In the Democrats' plan, minimum-wage workers would get a
$2.10 hourly boost under an
amendment offered Thursday
by Sen. Edward Kennedy, DMass. Kennedy points,out that
people who earn the i;:urrent
minimum wage of $5.15 an hour
"work as hard as any American
- often even harder," he said.
"But too often they struggle and
are forced into bankruptcy
because the minimum wage
won't cover their bills and give
their families the support they
need."
Kennedy's plan would raise
the minimum wage to a total of
· $7.25 in three increments over
26months.
Kennedy has tried repeatedly
in past Congresses to pump up
the hourly wage to no avail.
The current wage adds up to
$10,712 per year for a full-time,
40-hour per week worker. To
counter the argument that $7.25
would be too much of an
increase, Kennedy describes the
purchasing power index. The
inflation-adjusted value of the
minimum wage "is more than
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READER VIEWS
them all the knowledge he has had as a former guard. And Coach Speraw does a
Another season is almost over for our
tremendous job coordinating everything
basketball team and although I think this
·and talking with the players about their
year UCF may upset somebody on the first
roles and about what he expects us to do in
round of the NCAA Tournament, I feel like
order to make the t~am successful. My last
I have something to say to the UCF student
props go out to the team. You guys made it
body.
again and I'm really happy to have spent
For me, it was hard when I played my
. one or two years with most of you. For the
first game at UCF. It was an exhibition game seniors, enjoy the moment. This will be
against an Argentinean team on the 2002something you will remember for the rest
2003 season, and the attendance was about
of your life. You were responsible for mak600. The worst part of all was that I asked
ing the team into a family and you did it.
the seniors of that team and they told me
For the rest of the players, congrats, enjoy it
that it was a little bit low, but no more than
and make sure you realize how much hard
1,000 people used to go the basketball
work an NCAA Tournament takes.
games. I couldn't think of a reason for not
I want to say thanks to all the people .
going; then I remembered the bad results of who have helped the basketball team during
past years and made a promise to myself
these years - managers, trainers (especially
that I was going to try to change that
Andi Reeber) and student trainers, academaround. Finally, last season we had the first
ic advisers, compliance office, international
sold out game. But I still think that it's very
office, instructors, classmates. I hope I didsad that this season (after a NCAA Tournan't forget it all in one year overseas.
ment appearance) and coming back from
Go Knights! Hasta la vista!
two consecutive 20+ wins seasons, we did..
- ROBERTO MORENTIN
n't get a single sell out. Now the excuse of
haying bad results doesn't apply, and other
reasons pop out, like our schedule strength.
Thanks to a wonderfulkick-off rally,
Well, next year we move to Conference
devoted Senate and passionate student
USA and there will be no excuse for not
body, the Education Emancipation camshowing up for the basketball games. The
paign is growing at a rapid rate. Our Resolucoaching staff and the players deserve it. I
tion 37-10 was adopted through Senate last
don't know how much more you can ask
Thursday and we have earned nearly 2,000
them for to win your support and recognipetition signatures in a just a couple weeks.,
tion, so please show up at the game and get
Volunteers have been coming to the SGA
involved with the basketball team. You will
office in the Student Union for blank petinot regret it. I promise you that you'll have
tions. Anyone can follow suit, should they
fun and you will see how appreciative and
committed to supporters our basketball pro- .wish to help our fight. Students' right to a
dynamic, quality and affordable education
gram is.
became the biggest issue in the SGA PresiLastly, I want to give credit to the people
dential bid. I am happy to say that we have
in the offices. Georgianne Spencer (Coach
Speraw's secretary) does a great job helping total support and planning by PresidentElect Willie Bentley Jr.
coaches focus on the game and the team.
In President Hitt's open forum, Speaker
Coach Schuberth and Coach Evans bring
guys every year who prove themselves com- Lavin, Pro Tempore White and I asked sevpetitively nationwide and bring players that eral questions, including how the administration viewed our campaign. Many ofthe
want to be committed with the program.
Coach Brown is probably the best coach for
PLEASESEE READER VIEWS ON A9
the outside players you can fmd, giving

A olayer's perspective

$3.50 below its peak in 1968,"
when the wage stood a t $1.60,
Kennedy said. "To have the
same purchasing power it had
then, the minimum wage would
have to be $8.70 an hour today."
The Republicans counter
with a much more ineffective
amendment, at least for the
worker. The GOP proposal, led
by Sen. Rick Santorum, R-Pa.,
couples a more modest raise
with a change to the 40-hour
workweek.
His amendment would raise
the minimum wage to $6.25 in
two equal increments over an
18-month span. The plan also
calls for tax and regulatory tax
breaks for small businesses. The
intention of the Republican
Party is to make it more difficult
for individuals to eliminate personal debt by declaring bankruptcy.
Either way, the minimum
wage amendments will need 60
votes in the Senate to survive.
As of right now it is unforeseen
whether either side can rally
that amount ofsupport. Even if
it does pass in the Senate, it still
has the tougher challenge of
going through the more conservath~e House.
Two leaders of the House,
Majority Leader Tom Delay, RTexas, and chairman of the
House Judiciary Committee,
Rep. James Sensenbrem;i.er, RWisc., late last week said the
Senate's bankruptcy bill would

pass under the condition that
the Senate deny any further substantive amendments. Delay
went on to say that the House
had no plans to vote on a minimum wage increase this year.
The Republicans ar~ staunch
supporters of the small business
and the belief is that an increase
in minimum wage would drive
up costs and force many entrepreneurs to lay off workers. Santorum's proposal contains a
Republican idea that they have
been trying to pass for years,
"flex-time," which gives employees the option of shifting work
hours over a two-week period.
The part the Republicans fail to
tell the public is that it would
also end the 40-hour work week
by denying overtime pay for up
to 10 hours every week.
Anyone who has ever earned
minimum wage understands
exactly how little that is. For
those of us who go to school
and work part time, the meager
$5.15 can't even cover the cost of
living. The reality is that during
the eight year span since the last
minimum wage increase, members of Congress have raised
their own salaries seven times,
by a total of $28,500. It seems
ironic that they can't decide
wh~ther to increase minimum
wage a few measly dollars for ·
the working man, especially
since he is the one who pays
their salaries. It's-a mugging,
Capitol Hill style.
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'Where did you watch the
UCF basketball game?'
.

.
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CHRIS IWASKEWYU

CASEY MA~TIN

PETER PROKAJ

Business administration

Nursing

Business management

"Iwatched it at a local bar and got real
drunk after we won."
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The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.comor fax th~m to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4555.

"I had to work and couldn't watch it
but congratulations to the guys for a
great season."

"Iwatched it in my dorm with some
friends."
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"Imissed th/ game? Damn it!"

"At my apartment. I'm glad we won
7.
again."

"Basketball i tme?"
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Tuesday, 'the first day of session, your student leaders will
be lobbying the legislature in
Tallahassee to let them know•
where we stand and that we
are not backing down. We
represent the students and
will not respect any scheme
that damages their ability to
function and succeed in our
world. Stand with us now and
when the time comes, entertain our invitation to bring
you to the steps of the Capitol
to stand for your right to
choose your course of education.

used Patrick Davidson for
Duke not only gets to play but
proposals we stand against
starts. On the first possession
are some that they have
he mauls Wake guard Chris
opposed for over a decade.
Paul before finally getting a
foul called. He did this again
• President Hitt even coined
the metaphor often used to
on the next possession. He ·
would then leave the game to
describe the limit on excess
credit hours as an intellectual
a standing ovation. Recap:
• curiosity tax.
two minutes of rough play,
two fouls. He wouldn't return
Fron]. that informative
the rest of the game. The only
event and subsequent meetdifference here is that Ingram
t ing between Provost Hickey,
was careless in his rough play
President Peters, Vice Presiinjuring John Bryant. Everydent Bentley and myself, we
learned of new, more immione says Chaney said he was
going to do it and that made it
• nent threats to our academic
freedom, and innovative ways
- MATT DE VLIEGER pre-meditated. He said.he
would insert his "goon" if the
to strategize and spread our
GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN
refs weren't properly calling
message. With a better underthe game. He never said "I'm
• standing of the class formulagoing to injure John Bryant."
tion process, President-Elect
The national media and
If.you can sit there and tell .
Bentley and I will meet with
now the Future are vilifying
me
that Coach K inserting
• deans of various ~olleges to
Chaney for his recent actions.
Davidson to harass Paul waslearn of registration problems · It's unjust and uncalled for.
n't pre-meditated then you
and plans to provide adequate Don't misunderstand me, I
shouldn't be writing about
access for all students.
know right from wrong anC:l
sports. It's funny how Chaney
• Though block tuition has gotcan accept people saying
ten most of the attention from what he did was wrong. What is man enough to admit he
the students, there are other
was wrong, but Coach K
I can't accept is the outrage
shows no remorse and
more pressing issues. In the
from the sports world. If
Chaney is the one being vili• coming weeks we will inform
you've ever played sports you
fied. Chaney should not have
you about proposals such as
know "goons" are part of the
been suspended and certainly
the "limit on excess credit
game. Pitchers in baseball
not fired. What he did is simhours" and the "Y-Axis"-clanintentionally brush back batdestine ways to get us
ters because they believe they ply part of the game, and his
. only fault was being a man
Ramen-eating students payown the plate. Hockey, when
and admitting he was wrong.
ing more and seeing less out
they actually hold a season,
Take a lesson from Chaney;
• of our education.
has them as well and so does
man up and admit you were
Today, we are beginning to
basketball. Let me point to a
wrong.
spread our campaign to other
Duke-Wake Forrest game
campuses. As promised, on
from a few weeks ago. Little
-TIM TERRY

Defending the coach

•

•
•

we are the champions, but

IT Training at UCF

do any students care?

•

The University ofCentral Florida, Division of
Continuing Education, is proud to announce the
addition ofcomputer courses and IT certifications to
our already existing programs. Classes are offered at
our Research Pavilion Building, located half a mile
from UCF 's IJ7ain ca mpus and at our ojj:campus
training center on Lee Road (exit 88from1-4).

football team and how terribly than support its teams. For
it was playing. So, if we as a
sports fans ·t here isn't much
community can bash one
else to cheer for in Orlando;
team so severely for a semesthe Magic are about average
ter, it seems only right that we this year. So why not cheer for
can celebrate another, right?
your own school?
·
Then why haven't I heard the
Then, my favorite reason the anti-fan gives is that we
slightest peep about the basketball team? I haven't heard
· just simply aren't that good
any talk from anyone else
yet. My retort to this type of
COMMENTARY
other than some dedicated
naysayer is this: What school
fans or the actual players
has the best overall record
SHANNON MAU
themselves. With midterms
over the past two years? Not
Opinions Editor
and all the other monotonous
Florida State or upstart
It's March babyf Campuses · bullcrap that make up spring Miami, or even perennial
all across the country are
semester, I would think that
power Florida. If you said •
• booming with support for
the general student populaUCF then you are either lying
their basketball teams as·they
tion would love to have some- to yourself, which is pathetic,
.make -t he final push for the
thing to cheer for other than
or you watch the games and
the arrival of spring break.
support the team already.
• NCAA tournament, but not
here. The UCF men's basketThere are plenty of reasons • Enough complaining about
ball team won the Atlantic
why we don't have any basket- the lack of attendance or
Sun Tournament and earned
ball fans. We're a relatively
scarce school spirit. I'm just
- " ari.automatic NCAA Tournayoung school, established in_
going to do my part and conment bid - but you sure as
1963, in comparison to the
gratulate this "year's team on a
hell wouldn't know about it if
other state schools. The Unifantastic season.
you asked the average stuversity of Miami, founded in
And while this season Is
1925, Florida in 1853 and Floriclose to over, with only one
•· dent. Hell, take a look around
and see how much UCF basda State in 1851 are all filled
game promised left, you can
ketball apparel you see stuwith a history of athletic
still do your part. Wear your
dents wearing. I'll bet that you prominence. So what if UCF
school colors, watch the
• will see someone wearing
is a young school? Everyone
NCAA Tournament game and
another university's clothing
has.to start somewhere.
if you happen to know or see
on campus before you find a
We're a university within a
a basketball player, tell him
• Golden Knight basketball tcity, not simply a college
congratulations too. It might
shirt.
town. With many distractions
be small, but it's a start to
During the fall, all the talk
in Orlando, the student popuwhat could be a great basketon campus was about the
lation finds other things to do
ball tradition.

We are currently offering classes in:

Wor d
Access
PowerPoint

HTML

Internet Marketing
W eb Page Design

a

[

Excel

... As well as Certification Training in:
MCP
A+
MCDST
N etwork+
MCSA
Seiver+
MCSE .
Security+
MCDBA
Linux+
MCAD
IT Project+
MCSD
CCNA
CIW

~rain for Les~ *Get multiple certifications with
~

our new training memberships!!!
*To find out about our UCF discounts for

.staff and students call (407)882-0260.
For more information, schedules, prices or to register:
visit www.ce.ucf.edu or call (407)882-0260
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Student Government Senate Allocations
02/01/05 to 02/28/05

•
Bill#

•

Organization Name

Office Supplies
FA037-33 College Democrats
FA037-41 College Democrats
FA037-45 NORML @UCF
FA037-46 Nat'I Assoc. ofBlack Journalists

Purpose

Amount

Office supplies - promotional materials
Office supplies
Office supplies
Office supplies

$100.00
$100.00
$100.00
$100.00

Total Office Supplies $400.00

•
•
•

•

Senate Working Fund
FA037-35 Flute Club
FA037-37 Muslim Student's Assn
.FA037-38 Digital Media Assoc.
FA037-39 SGA Legislative Branch
FA037-40 Campus Peace Action
FA037-42 Soc of Professional Journalists
FA037-43 Nat'I Assoc. of Black Journalists
FA037-44 · Quotes
FA037-47 Juggling club
FA037-48 SGA Legislative Branch
SB37-12 ' Cypress Dome Society
SB37-13
Air Force ROTC
SB37-33
Am Soc of Mechanical Engineers
SB37-34
LEAD Scholars Assn ·

Flute Day
Promotion of Guest Speaker
Guest Speakers from Pixar and NASA 03/23/05
Thursday Nights at Wackadoo's
Day of Education/Day of Action
Internship fair/symposium
Internship fair/symposium
Knight images awards
Equipment
Promote Attendance at SGA Meetings
Publication of Cypress.Dome
Military Ball
Human Powered Vehicle for competition
Leadership Week

$800.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000:00
$1,000.00
$212.50
$150.00
$1,000.00
$700.00
$1,000.00
$1,215.00
$4,592.32
$3,000.00
$3,000.00

Total Senate Working Fund $19,669.82
Speakers
FA037-36

FutureTechnical Communications

Personas: Bringing Users Alive workshop

$1,000.00

Total Speakers $1,000.00

•

•

•

Registration
CRT37-100 Counselor Edu. Doctorial Stdts. Org. {CEDS) ACA conf. Atlanta 04/06 -04/10
CRT37-101 Marline Jackson
Sport Mgmt Cont.Savannah 02/17 - 02/19
CRT37-102 IEEE {Institute for Elec.&Electronic Engin.) SouthEastCON 2005 Ft. Lauderdale
CRT37-103 Alpha Phi Sigma
Am Crim Justice Sci conf.Chicago
CRT37-104 Am Soc of Mechanical Engineers
ASME Regional cont.Jacksonville
CRT37-105 Meredith B.Coughlin
Professional development
CRT37-106 Nidhi Mahajan
Poster presentation
CRT37-107 Financial Mgrmt Assn
2005 leadership conf./failed .
CRT37-108 Gas Dynamics Lab
Combustion Institute March 19-24
CRT37-109 lnt'I Explorers of Florida
Miss Seminal county
CRT37-110 Delta Epsilon Chi
Career conf.
CRT37-111 Dianna Calderazzo
Theatre Symposium, Auburn, AL
CiJ37-112 Yiguang Wangl
Am Ceramic Soc EJllo Baltimore 04/10 - 04/13

..

$1,000.00
$75.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$250.00
$250.00
$0.00
$800.00
$120.00
$1,000.00
$250.00
$250.~

Bill#
CRT37-113
CRT37-114
CRT37-115
CRT37-116
CRT37-117
CRT37-118
CRT37-119
CRT37-120
CRT37-50
CRT37-51
CRT37-52
CRT37-80
' CRT37-81
CRT37-82
CRT37-83
CRT37-84
CRT37-85
CRT37-86
CRT37-87
CRT37-88
CRT37-89
CRT37-90
CRT37-91
CRT37-92
CRT37-93
CRT37-94
CRT37-95
CRT37-96
CRT37-97
CRT37-98
CRT37-99
SB37-17

Organization Name

Purpose

Amount

Weixing Xu
Kevin O'Grattan
United Nations Assn-UCF
Ahmed El-Aassar
NarasimhaNagaiah
Vaidyanathan Krishnan
Anant JahagirdarSGA Communications Unit
Georgiana Lucia Hamza-Lup
Hemant Balakrishnan
Aurel Cami
Society of Professional Journalists
Song Lao
KatrinaHolden
Asian St Assn
Uncommon Grounds
Anthony ECrisafi
Samuel E.Fox
Robert Ruggiero
EquestrianClub
Arslan Basharat
Women InSports Business
Debasis Bera
Materials ResearchSoc
Lucelly Gallegos
Shipeng Qiu
Himesh Bhatt
Javier Salcedo
GordonSullivan
Jennifer Snow '
Gaming Clubof UCF
DeltaSigma Pi

AmCeramit Soc EXpo Baltimore 04/10 - 04/13
FloydWRiddick_Practicum,Williamsbu~g
SFL Model UN April 1- April 5
Air &Waste Mgmt conf Minneapolis June 21 -24
Turbo-Expo2005 Reno June 6- 9
Turbo Expo2005 Reno June 6-9
2005MRS Spring Meeting San Francisco
PhotoshopWorld 2005 March 8-10
IEEEConference on E-Tech, E-Com, E-Service
ACM Southeast Conference
ACMSoutheast Conference
SPJRegion 3Annual Conference
ACMConference
FloridaAcademy of Sciences meeting
East Coast Asian Am Student Union conference
Conference in Washington DC
Conference
DrosophilaResearchConf- San Diego
DrosophilaResearch Conf- San Diego
Hunter/Jumper Association
IEEEconf on .Pervasive Computing
NCASconference - Orlando
TMSconference -San Francisco
NanoTech2005Conference
PCA Conf. SanDiego 03/23 - 03/27
Am Ceramic Soc Expo Baltimore 04/10 - 04/13
AmCeramic Soc Expo Baltimore 04/10-04/13
lnt'I Circ~its/Systems Symp.-Japan
Am Lit Assnconf.Boston 05/26 - 05/29
Am Lit Assnconf. Boston 05/26 - 05/29 •
MegaCon 2005
Lead conf Birmingham, AL

$250.00
$240.00
$375.00
$250.00
$25Q.OO
$250.00
$250.00
$750.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$800.00
$250.00
$250.00
$300.00
$750.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$450.00
$250.00
$1,000.00
$250.00
$1,000.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$325.00
$2,670.00
$1,700.00
$864.00
$2,584.57
$1,500.00
$1,500.00
$2,000.00
$2,900.00
$3,600.00
$1,500.00

SB37-18

Materials Research Soc

Reallocate funds from SB36·111

S837-20A
SB37-20B
SB37-21A
SB37-21B
SB37-24
S837-25
S837-32
S837-33A

UCFTrialTeam
UCFTrialTeam
Rumyana Petrova
Amruta Borge
Am Chemical SocStudent Affiliate
NORML @UCF
Golden Key Nat'I Honor Society
AmSocof Mechanical Engineers

Regional Tournament
National Tournament
lntermag2005Japan {with Borge)
lntermag2005 Japan {with Petrova)
ACS confSan Diego 03/12 -03/15/
Cont.San Francisco 03/30-04/05
LeadershipTraining Conf 02/25 -02/27
Competition Tuscaloosa, AL 04/22-04/24

~'lotal Registration $39,053.57
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April 9from I0to 4pm

Come with t
to a local homeless
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fer the children livin1 there.
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UCF takes three of
four in exciting series
JEFF SHARON
Staff Writer

f~

)

)

JAE S. LEE I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Anthony Williams grabs a rebound over Gardner-Webb's Simon Conn in the A-Sun Championship game on Saturday. Conn and his Bulldogs only scored 16 points in the first half as UCF defeated top seed Gardner-Webb 63-54.

Get out the
Men win back-to-back A-Sun Conference tournaments and head back to NCAA Tournament
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

1be current season has bee:i;:t a roller coaster ride for
UCF men's basketball. On Saturday, the Knights made sure
that ride would take them straight into March Madness.
The Knights completed their dominating performance
in the A-Sun Conference tournament on Saturday with a
convincing 63-54 victory in the championship game over
top seeded Gardner-Webb (18-12) at the Curb Event Center
in Nashville, Tenn.
·
The win gives the Knights (24-8) back-to-back A-Sun
tournament titles, and an automatic bid into the NCAA
Tournament for the second time in as many years.
"It's one of the best things that has ever happened to
me," junior transfer Marcus Johnson said. "I didn't think I'd
ever be playing in the NCAA Tournament, so it's just amazing for me."
All season kmg the Knights have had adversity to overcome.
At the beginning of the year it was the loss of three
starters from last year's championship squad.

In the middle of the season UCF had to win without key
players due to injury. But the Knights persevered, and won
12 out of their final 13 games.
'We had some ups and downs all year," senior guard
Kingsley Edwards said. "But all the guys knew that we had
to stick together. We knew all year that this was something
that we could do .... It's a great feeling, I've never felt like
this before."
Sqmeone has always stepped up for the Knights, so it
was fitting this weekend when the UCF's team defense
stepped up to carry them.
To reach the final, UCF defeated Mercer (16-12) 81-68 in
the first round, and Belmont (14-16) 66-61 in the second
round. The Knights seized control of both games early, and
were never in danger of losing either contest.
UCF Coach Kirk Speraw has been talking about defense
all season long, saying that the success of the Knights
depends on it.
That concept was grasped during the tournament as the
Knights played their best defense of the year, holding their
PLEASE SEE

DEFENSE ON B2

MATT DUNAWAY

..

Senior Staff Writer

BREIT HART I CENTRAL FLORIOA FUTURE

Francine Houston struggled against Lipscomb, shooting 2-13, but the Knights were able to pull out the win.

weekend and make the NCAA'.s."
UCF didn't panic.
The Knights responded by beating the only team in the Atlantic Sun
they had never b~aten, Lipscomb.
UCF battled l;>ack with a come-frombehind 54-51 vic;tory Friday afternoon. It's the same Lipscomb Bisons
that beat UCF 64-62 in last year's ASun tournament game.
"It's a quality win for our girls, it
gets us another step closer to one of
our goals," Striegler said. "Obviously ,

-~

we had already won the A-Sun regular season. but we also want a 20-win
season. Any time you can get a win
on the roaq it's huge for your confidence."
Lipscomb (13-14, 10-10 A-Sun)
jumped out to an early 6-0 advantage
just three minutes into the game, but
UCF responded with a 14-3 spurt
capped with a jumper by center
Takira Aµen.
PLEASE SEE
I
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PLEASE SEE

COBB ON B3

Gary Johnson

Point guard

Johnson

The 6'2" senior had a historic
year. Johnson set asingle season UCF record for 3-pointers,
with 96. Eleven of those
bombs came in the A-Sun
tourney,where Johnson was
named tournament MVP.

Josh Peppers

Forward

Peppers

Thank you,
my friends
We're going dancing
again and I want OK St.

The versatile 6'7"forwardcan
play anywhere on the court.
Peppers is a viable threat from
inside and outside. He led the
Knights inscoring this season
with 13.~ ppg and is not afraid
to shoot when it matters most.

Nation's longest
streak stopped
at29 games ·

Injury bug bites
Knights on road trip
The Knights picked up its first
ever win over the Bisons without
. guard Celeste Hudson.
: Friday afternoon was gut-check
time for the UCF women's basket. ban team.
The Knights were coming off two
consecutive losses, including a 63-49
setback at Belmont on Wednesday
+night. It wasn't that UCF lost, it was
to whom they lost.
Guard Celeste Hudson twisted
her ankle at the 12-minute mark of
the second half.
"This is a tough loss for our team
:Qecause Celeste does so many different things for us on the floor," Coach
Gail Striegler said. 'We've relied on
our strong defense all season, and
that makes it more important. We
have to hold teams to fewer points if
we want to win three in a row next

PLAYER PROFILES

State & Nation

Women
get win at
..'-'ipscomb
·.

·Men's Basketball

It was a different hero every night
for the Knights this weekend against
Siena. UCF improved its record to 15-3
in the four-game series against the
Saints, their second MAAC opponent
this season.
In Friday's game, Matt Horwath led
the way by going. two-for-three at the
plate wtth two doubles and three RBis,
helping the Knights to a 7-3 victory that
took just two hours and 26 minutes.
Darren Newlin got the win for the ·
Knights on the.mound, allowing three
runs on seven hits in a ·career-high
eight innings, striking out eight and
advancing his career record to a perfect 9-0.
After the Saints opened the scoring
in the second, UCF retook the lead in
the third on a two-run double by Horwath. Newlin's lone mistake of the
night, ·a two-run jack by Rick Seltzer,
·gave the Saints a 3-2 lead in the fourth.
Then, the Knights broke through ·
for the big inning, scoring four in the
fifth inning on a two-run single by
Marshall Bernhard (one ofhis two hits
on the day) and a two-run home run to
left by Drew Butera It was Butera's
first homer of the year, and it gave UCF
a 6-3 lead they would not relinquish.
Horwath added an RBI double in the
sixth to close the scoring.
The first game of Saturday's dou- ·
ble-header went badly for the Knights,
as Siena starter Ken Grant shut down
the black and gold bats, tossing a complete game two-hitter, helping the

STILLWATER, Okla. . Brad
Buckman could only wait and watch
to see if Texas would pay for his one
big mistake.
After tying his career high with 27
points Saturday night, Buckman
fouled Oklahoma State's Terrence
· Crawford on a desperation threepoint try with 0.3 seconds left and
gave the eighth-ranked Cowboys a
chance to tie on their vaunted home
court.
When Crawford missed his second
foul shot, Buckman was finally able to
exhale and Texas was assured of a 7473 win.
." It was a fun and exciting end, but
it could almost give you a heart
attack," Buckman said.
The Cowboys (20-6, 11-5) rallied
from six points down in the final 48
seconds before blowing the chance to
tie it.
John Lucas III brought Oklahoma
State within 71-68 on a floater in the
lane, and neither Kenny Taylor or
Buckman could put the game away at
the foul line for Texas (20-9, 9-7 Big
PLEASE SEE
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MOUTHING OFF
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

Gary Johnson told me one week
ago that I hadn't seen the real Gary
Johnson yet this year.
I had to think back. 24 points
against Missouri-Kansas City on Dec.
4. 19 points against Troy on Jan. 16. 25
points against South Dakota State on
Senior Night. Add to those a score of
double-digit games this season.
All of that and I haven't seen the
real Gary Johnson yet? That's a scary
thought. Well, it's scary for two reasons. First, he could blow up and
demolish a team by himself. On the
other hand, he could put too much
pressure on himself and choke in the
Atlantic Sun tournament.
I was worried about the latter, but
he proved me wrong. Boy, did he ever.
Johnson ended up as the A-Sun Tournament MVP and led the Knights·
over Gardner-Webb with 19 points in
Saturday's championship game.
The men are dancing again. I don't
know why, but this time it's even
more special than last year. That's a
tough thing to say considering last
year we had Dexter Lyons, Josh Bodden and Roberto Morentin. These
weren't just three guys who gave it
their all day in and day out. These
were three guys who were truly special student-athletes. But the same
can be said about this year's team.
The thing about being a sports
PLEAs'ESEE
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Defense anchors men's victOry
FROM

three opponents to an average of
only 61 points a game.
The
clamp-down
defense
peaked in the first half of the championship game when the Knights
embarrassed Gardner-Webb, holding the Bulldogs to a paltry 16 points
in the first half.
In the past the Knights interior .
defense had been exposed as weak,
and the buzz coming into the championship game was that GardnerWebb's Simon Conn would take
advantage of UCF inside.
That theory was thrown out the
window by halftime as the Knights
shut down Conn, one of the league's
finest inside presences, holding him
to a mere 2 points in the first half.
In fact, the entire Gardner-Webb
roster was shut down by UCF for
most of the game.
A ·Brian ~ender lay-up gave the
Bulldogs a 14-11 lead with nine minutes remaining in the first half. It
was the Bulldogs' last basket of the
half, while the Knights went on a 202 run to claim a 31-16 lead with 17:30
remaining in the game.
The Knights extended that lead
by 19, and held off a push by the Bulldogs in the final 10 minutes to claim
the title with a 9-point Victory.
Defense "was one of our stropg
points this entire weekend,'' sophomore Josh Peppers said~ "We figured if we can get some stops, the
offense is going to come for us. The
defense is what we needed and it
came through for us."
''A lot of things were going
against us," Peppers said. "We never
got the publicity and some of the
recognition that we deserved. I
think we proved it, that we are the
No. 1 team in the conference."
Gary Johnson had a weekend to
remember. The senior averaged
nearly 17 points per game including·
19 in the victory over GardnerWebb, to claim the tournament
MVP honor.
Peppers also earned All-Tournament team honors, averaging nearly
15 points per game.
Gary Johnson's 11 3-pointers on
the weekend gave him 96 for the
year, which eclipses the single-season record of 94 set by Jason Thornton (1999-2000) and Harry Kennedy
(1995-1996).
Gary Johnson will have a chance
to add to his record when the
Knights participate in the NCAA
Tournament.
UCF was the third team in the
country to qualify for the NCAA
Tournament, affectionately known
as the Big Dance. But the Knights
will have a long wait before they
know who they will play in the tournament that begins March 16. The
]Jracket is not revealed until Sunday
evening.
After nearly upsetting Pitt last
year in the first round, the Knights
hope to make more of a splash in
this year's tournament.
"We just need to sit back and
wait and see who we're going to
play," Edwards said. ''We get a day
off, and then we need to come back
and prepare ourselves to get one, or
two, or three victories in the tourna-
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Strikeouts for sophomore
Tim Bascom on Saturday, a
career high
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A-Sun tournament
championships for UCF
men's hoops, the most in
the history of the A-Sun

.'
3-pointers for senior guard
Gary Johnson, breaking an
all-time UCF record of 94

.
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Strikeouts for UCF baseball
in its series with Seina over
the weekend
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ment.''
"We have the right mentality and
the right attitude going into this
tournament,". Peppers said. "If we
can carry on this kind of defense,
then we will do fine as far as the
NCAA'.s are concerned."

Who's not

Men's hoops.
The Knight
head into next
week's NCAA
Tournament on
an eight-game
winning streak
after winning 12
of their last 13.

Women's hoops.
The Lady Knights
have lost two out
of their last three
after winning 15
of their first 17
games in the ASun this season.

...

~

I

Men's golf competes in the second round of the
Seminole Intercollegiate today, and the final
round tomorrow in Tallahassee ... Baseball faces ·
St.Joseph's tomorrow evening at Jay Bergman
Field ... Men's tennis takes on Boston College .
tomorrow at the UCF Tennis Complex ...
Women's tennis hosts Richmond on Wednesday
afternoon ... Women's hoops travels to Dothan,
Ala., for the A-Sun tournament Thursday ·
through Saturday.

Notes
The win gave the Knights a
record fourth and final A-Sun tournament championship. UCF holds
the record for the most conference
championships despite only .being
in the A-Sun since 1992. Their other
championships came in 1995, 1997
and 2004. UCF is moving to Conference USA next season.
The Knights carry an eight-game
winning streak into the NCAA
Tournament. In recent years UCF
has played its best basketball late in
the season. Since the 2001-2002 season the Knights have a 32-12 record
in the months of February and
March, i,ncluding a 10-1 record in
those months this year.

Who's hot

Upcoming
•
.,;,

•

Quotables
"We have the right mentality and the right
attitude going into this tournament."
- MEN'S HOOPS JOSH PEPPERS
ON NEXTWEEK'S NCAA TOURNAMENT
•I

"We've overcome a lot of adversity."
SAM JORDAN I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Anthony. Williams, top center, and Gary Johnson, above, have been key to the Knights' successful season.

These guys are more than just players

•'

- MEN'S HOOPS COACH KIRK SPERAW
ON BEING BACK-TO-BACK A-SUN CHAMPS

Rough Weekend?

Bl

But that's about all I can say
about the fans. I've given up on writer and covering a team for the hope that maybe 44,000
two years is that at some point students , will start _giving a
you realize these guys just . damn, but I'll never give up on
aren't playing for your team, my guys as they head to the
they become your friends. NCAA Tourney, and I'll never
That's why when I watched that give up on the guys that follow
championship game on Satur- them in the years to come.
day, I felt even more tension
For now, I'm going to push
when the guys were struggling. the deadbeats aside and conI felt even more joy when they centrate on improving my blosfound their offensive groove soming bracketology talent. I
and put the nail in the Bulldogs' want to know who we're playcoffm.
ing in the first round and where
They're my boys. I couldn't we're beating them at. ESPN
be any prouder.
says Duke in Nashville. In all
Sadly, half of the people that honesty, I give us the Blu~ Devread this can't share in my joy. ils in the country music capital.
Half of the people reading this I don't give a hoot about J.J. Redmight have watched the game dick and his 3-point dominaJ.!ce.
on ESPN, but they never took I want Johnson and Josh Pepthe time to catch a game at the pers to make him look ReddickDungeon. They never took the ulous. We have a pretty good
time to get to know a team of track record in Nashville, so I
genuine guys that care as much welcome Duke and Coach K to
about the fans as they do wear- tussle with our defense.
ing the black and gold.
More than anything in the
This year's team deserved so world, though, I want Oklamuch more than the UCF stu- homa State. UCF Coach Kirk
dents gave them. The men gave Speraw usually doesn't speak
us their all, and we gave them a about Joey and Steven Graham,
half-assed fan base throughout but I'll say enough for everyone.
the season. I don't mean to take
Joey, OK State's star forward,
anything .away from the fans and Steven, the Cowboys' pinethat showed up and cheered riding guard, were once promthis team. The Rowdy Knights ising talent at UCF. Legend has
and Kirk's Jerks know that I it that we gave the brothers
have all the respect in the world scholarships to play here, but
"> for what they do. My friends they decided they were to big
~ like the Panda Bear and my for their UCF britches and
buddy Box know that I love see- wanted a bigger spotlight.
J ing them at every game.
l>o I blame them for wanting
FROM
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Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight? ,
.
Cond uc f?· Fake ID?
Disorderly
Drug Posse~sion? Underage Drinking?
I

It

YOU HAVE OPTIONS ...
I CAN HELP
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•
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•

UCF's regular-season leading scorer Josh Peppers has led the Knights to two A-Sun titles.

a bigger pasture to conquer? more inconsistent than John
Not really. Do I blame them for Travolta's career, I want to lock
killing two of our scholarships our defense on Joey and make
for two years? You bet your the Cowboys hurt. I want to
sweet orange ball I do. Above make them cry like a Terµple
all else, I blame Joey for his player afte.r John Chaney slaps
words prior to last year's him.
NCAA Tourney in which he
I can hope and pray, but I'm
said that UCF didn't have real stuck like everyone else waiting
until Selection Sunday. In six
fans.
Like I stated a few para- days we'll find out our Big
graphs ago, we don't have a lot Dance destiny. In six days,
of true fans. But the fans we do UCF's real fans will stand in
have possess more heart than front of a TV and find out what
any fans I have ever knoWn, and seed we'll be and who we'll play.
for that I want Oklahoma State
And none of it will matter,
in the f1,tst round. Aside from ' because I'll be ~tching it with
the fact'tiiat the Cowboys are my boys.
~

FREE CONSULTATION·
Principal Office in Orlando

RICHARD

E.

HORNSBY,

P.A.

CRIMINAL DEFENSE ATTORNEY

•

(407) 540-1551 .or Toll Free (866) 540-1551
www. UCFA ttorney.corr1

•

The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based
solely upon ad~rtisements. Before you decide, ~ me to send you
free written in1'6rmation about my qualification'lland experiences. , ,
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· Missouri suspends freshmari point guard for on-court behavior
~
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mFITT said. "I was supposed to foul him
before so he'd get two shots instead of
12). Taylor was l-for-2 with 18.9 sec- three and we'd have a chance to run
onds left and Buckman missed both out the clock, but he called a foul when
his free-throw attempts after grabbing · he was shooting. Luckily, he missed
the offensive rebound on Taylor's the free throw and we got the win."
miss.
Texas Coach Rick Barnes said he
Crawford's three-pointer with 3.9 thought Buckman had fouled Crawseconds left brought Oklahoma State ford before he was in the act of shoot.
within one point. After two free ing.
"I looked at. coach's face and I was
throws by Gibson put Texas up 74-71,
Crawford got the inbounds pass and like, 'God, what'd I do?"' Buckman
Buckman fouled him behind midcourt said.
After missing the second of the
while he was attempting a desperation
shot.
thre~ foul shots, Crawford - a 78 per"It wasn't designed that way," Buck- cent free-throw shooter - was sup-

posed to miss his third intentionally.
The Cowboys substituted' their tallest
players to go after the miss for a gametying tip-in.
But the. free throw hit the back of
the rim and fell through, and Oklahoma State's chances ·t o win fell, too.
Crawford, who'd attempted only 41
free throws in the Cowboys' previous
26 games, wasn't supposed to erid up
at the foul line. The play was designed
for him to pass to a wing player streaking toward the frontcourt, but he bobbled the ball and im:provised.
"It's a tough siluation for him,"
Oklahoma State Coach Sean Sutton

· Cobb makes appearance
, for first time in over a year
J.
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Saints blank the Knights, 6-0.
Grant was in complete control
of the game from the start, strik. ing out three UCF batters.
On the other side of the
ledger, the Knights wasted a
career-high 12 strikeouts by
Mike Billek, who gave up four
runs on seven hits, taking his
first loss of the year. .
UCF: still remained within
reach at 2-0 into the seventh,
when Siena broke the game
open with three in the inning. A
two-RBI single by Ryan King
and an RBI double by Gabe
Perez put the game out of reach,
and Grant slammed the door to
seal the Saints' first win over the
Knights in 20 games between
the two schools, and ended the
Knights' · six-game winning
streak.
UCF got revenge later that
evening, powering its way to a 92 victory. The story of the day
was Tim Bascom, who provided
one of the most impressive
pitching performances in recent
UCF history, throwing a complete game 6-hitter, and mowing
down an incredible 17 Saints,
one shy of tying a school record.
en route to his third win in four
decisions. Of his ll6 pitches, 87
of them went for strikes.
''Everything felt good tonight,
and I really got into a groove,"
Bascom Said ·~ key for me was
to hit both sides of the plate and
to get ahead with a first pitch
strike."
Siena actually got on the
board with a run in the·first, but
the Knights scored one in the
first, two in the second. one in
the fifth, three j.n the seventh,
and two in the eighth to seal the
win.
The highlight hit came in the
seventh, on a leviathan 3-run
bomb by John-Michael Howell,
his team-leading third shot of
the year. UCF also helped itself
out on the baselines, with three
Knights (Tyson Auer, Courtney
Propst, and Kevin Richmond)
combining to swipe eight bases
on the day.
"Tim had a great game
tonight," UCF Coach Jay

said. "It wasn't his fault. That shot
wasn't what lost the game ... We lost
this · game because of defense and
rebounding."
The Co~boys wete outrebound'ed
37-29 and allowed '.fexas to shoot 53
percent. Oklahoma State, which had
been the nation's best three-point
shooting team at 43.5 ·percent, was
only seven-for-24 from three-point
range for 29 percent.

Missouri suspends
freshman point guard

started 23 games for Missouri this season, was suspended for Sunday's game
against No. 7 Kansas for "conduct
detrimental to the team."
In a brief statement, Coach Quin
Snyder said the suspension will be
evaluated on a game-to-game basis.
The Kansas game was the regular-season finale for the Tigers.
Horton is averaging 6.2 points and
a team-leading 3.4 assists.
"I do want to make it clear that this
has nothing to do with. any off-thecourt behavior," Snyder said.

COLUMBIA, Mo. - Freshman
point guard Jason Horton, who has

-ASSOCIATED PRESS

TIRE SAVINGS
·AND NOW90 DAYS SAME Al tAIH.
41},IJIJIJ MILE WARRANTY/

PASSENGER
P155/80 R13
P165/80 R13
P175/80 R13

~~ ·

~~ ....::_

P205/75 Rl5
P215/75 R15
P225/75 R15
P235/15 Rl5

®IY• ~

TIRE SPECIAL

0UALITY BRAND SPECIALS

TOURING
50,000 MILE WARRANTY

P205/65R15
P215/60R16
P225/60Rt6
P225/60R16
P265/70R1o

Continental ....4 499
Continental .... 6999
General ......... .4. 499
Pirelli ..........•... 7999
General· .....:....8999

P175/70R13 ..............2099
P175/65R14 ..............2899
P185/65R 14 ..............2899
P185/70R14 ..............2499 fii'1/~r(gj1 JAPAN
P195/60R15 ..............3299 TIRE SPECIAL
P205/60R15 ..............3499 P195/60R 15 ........4099
P205/65R15 ..............3499 P205/60R 15 ........4299
P205/70R15 ..............3399 P215/65R15 ........4599
P215/70R15 ..............3399
60 000 MILE WARRANTY

MICHAEL SNEAD I CE~TRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Mike Billek struck out 12 but couldn't get the victory as the Knights were held scoreless.

Bergman said "He came out a Reid, all three runs were
little sluggish and then got on unearned,
such a roll. I was concerned
UCF then manufactured
about his pitch count in the late another pair of runs in the sevinnings, but when you get close e:nth, and then Brian Brooks
to a school record, you can't came in to shut the door in the
deny a player the opportunity to final three innings.
make history."
Sunday's gam,e saw the 2005 Notes
pitching debut of Taylor Cobb,
The Knights advance their
who took the mound for the first . record to 15-3 on the year ... UCF
time after recovering from an is now 22-2 all-time against
injury. After surrendering a Siena ... The Knights are also 5-2
home run to the second batter against MAAC teams this seahe faced. Cobb buckled down to son ... Darren Newlin is now
allow no more runs in six · third' in the A-Sun in ERA (LOO)
innings of work, giving up just ... John-Michael Howell is tied
three total hits and staking the for third in the cdnference in
Knights to a 5-2 victory.
home runs (3) ... Howell has
"I just wanted to get back out three of UCFs five team horn~
there," Cobb said. "Throw runs ... The Knights are now 13strikes and let my defense play 0 when leading after six ... UCF
behind me.'"
is also 13-1 when scoring three or
UCF busted through in the more runs.
'
second with three runs. Marshall Bernhard reached on a Around the A-Sun
fielding error by Siena hurler
Georgia State swept a threeTrevor Reid and advanced to game set with Mercer to start
secon\i on a failed pick-off conference play ... Chris Johnthrow, and the Drew Butera's son of Stetson continues his tear
double down the left-field line to start, now hitting 596 (28/47)
scored him. Butera then scored with 11 doubles and 20 runs
on an RBI single by Propst, and scored. leading the A-Sun in six
then Propst scored all the way hitting categories ... No A-Sun
from third on a Kevin Richmond team has an overall record
double. Thanks to the errors by under .500 as of press time.

P185/80 R13
P185/75 R14
P195/75 R14
P205/15 Rl4

BFGoadricli

--------lll!!l!l!llll!l!llll!l!!!ll-----..1.~

P235/75R15

·4 999
70 000 MILE WARRANTY

fJBIBBEBTllllE ,
TIRE SPECIAL
P205/65R15 ........3999
P205/70R15 ........3699
P215/70R15 ........ 3999 .

65,000 MILE WARRANTY

4TIRES &IBEELS SPECIALS
Se Habla

Espa~ol

20-0 EAST COLONIAL DR. ORLANDO
f'/z Mile East of 436)

· www.tireswa .com
*See store for details, valid for a set of 4 new tires, just with the cGmpetitor's ad, coupon or written estimate with confirmation.
Availability may vary. Photos are for illustrated purpose only. No carry outs or dealers. 011 change up to 5 qts 1OW30.
We beat prices in the same size. brand, model and capacity. Gift card for labor in the next visit. Ex ires.04.11.05
>:mt;•' "
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Presen ed by the UCF C mpus Wellness Cent~r and The Stu.d ent Wellrtpss Advocate Team
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Field for women's A-Sun tourney set

How ·KNIGHTRO
places Classifieds in the

(entral :illodba '1ttuie
for'as low as $4 a week!
By E-mail

•

'
••

.

University Court, Suite 200
Universi

BRETI HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

FROM

Bl

The basket gave the Knights
a 14-9 lead with 12:01 remaining
in the first half. Allen scored
six of the 16 during the run.
Another Allen jumper
extended the advantage to 2718 with 3:33 left before intermission. Allen led the Knights
with 15 points on six-of-nine
shooting in 25 minutes· of
action.
The Bisons cut into the lead
with a 3-ball by forward Courtney Boynton with 21 seconds
left, but a foul, with one second
left, by center Katie Beth Pate
allowed UCF forward Keunta
Miles to shoot two free throws
before halftime. Miles hit the
p~, giving the Knights a 29-23
lead going into the locker
room.
Lipscomb responded comMICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
ing out strong to start the sec- Shayla Smith, top, played the entire game in UCF's 54-51 victory over Lipscomb on Friday.
ond half. The Bisons tied the Keunta Miles [above] scored 10 points and pulled down five rebounds in the victory.
garrie at 33 with 15:37 left on a
Sun tournament Thursday UCF (18-9, 16-4 A-Sun) will try
layup by forward Julie Martin.
The Bisons took a 38-37 against eight-seeded Mercer.
to pull off the double dip for
with 10:21 to go on a free throw
"They have a nice combina- the first time since 1996.
by Pate. Lipscomb stretched tion of athleticism and shootThe Knights have had the
the lead to five, its biggest ing," Striegler said. "We can't No. 1 seed locked up for three
advantage of the half, at the play them the same way we did weeks, and now know that they
8:02 mark, taking a 44-39 lead in the regular season. Our kids will take on Mercer in the first
on a layup by Courtney Boyn- are going to have step up play- game of the quarter-final
ton. She led all scorers with 17 -ing some more minutes and round.
points.
play some different positions
The Bears (12-15, 10-10 AUCF wasn't fazed, retaking along with some different per- Sun) are coming off a 71-56 win
the lead, 52-51 on a layup by sonnel they might not be · at Troy on Thursday night.
guard Lashaunda Slade with accustomed to."
Guard Karen Hickman paced
close to a minute to go in reguTip off is slated for 1 p.m. Mercer with 19.points on five 3lation. Slade and Miles pitched Central Standard Time time pointers, while forward Rosanin 10 points apiece.
from the Dothan Civic Center. na Davis tallied a double-dou"What a huge·play at that
"It's like a 2 o'clock for us,'' ble with 14 points and 10
· time by our . point guard," Striegler said. "We have played rebounds.
Striegler said. "The shot clock plenty of those this season, so
The weekend was not a
was almost done. She went in it doesn't change our routine. total loss for Troy (13-14, 12-8 Aand took to the rack strong, fin- The early game gives us more Sun) as the Trojans picked up
ishing the play against two of rest, and I think that will bene- the No. 1 seed with a 77-64 victheir bigger players."
fit our kids over the long haul." tory against Georgia State (14Center Ali Roberts hit a
13, 12-8 A-Sun). The Trojan
backcourt held A-Sun preseajumper to i.c e the game at its Around the Atlantic Sun
final margin, 54-51.
The field for the Atlantic son player of the year Patechia
The Knights open the A- Sun tournament is set, and Hartman to five points on two-

of-10 from the field.
Forward Valencia Hairston
had another solid performance
pouring in 21 points and
pulling down 10 rebounds,
while forward Alecia Jones and
guard Amy Lewis chipped in
with 17 and 16 points, respectively.
The Trojans will match up
with Florida Atlantic (12-15, 1010 A-Sun) in the first round.
The Owls earned a split in
Nashville over the weekend
picking up a 67-56 win at Lipscomb before falling 62-59 on
senior day at Belmont.
·
Shontavia
Forward
Williams racked up 25 points
on 10-17 from the field, while
guard Jackie Brown added 17
points off the bench against the
Bisons.
Against the Bruins, guards
Jenny Conkle and Hollie Davis
combined for 37 points. Conkle
buried five 3-balls as Belmont
led by as many as 11 with three
minutes to go, but the FAU
charged back to get within
three before falling short.
Senior day was also fruitful
for center Kristy Brown and
Stetson (14-13, 11-9 A-Sun). The
Georgia ·native totaled 27
points and grabbed 16
rebounds en route to a 66-57
victory over Gardner-Webb.
Brown and two other players
were in double figures as the
Hatters swept the North Carolina schools.
Belmont and Stetson will
match up in the 4-5 game with
the winner advancing to the
first semifinal on Friday night
either hooking up with UCF or
Mercer.
The winner of Troy and
FAU will match up with the
winner of the final quarterfinal on Thursday night. That
game puts Georgia State
against defending champion,
·Lipscomb.

Blvd. & Rouse Rd;

Tryouts lor KNIGBTRO!

'

WHEN? '
Meeting for Interested

students/Wednesday,
March 23rd @ 6 pm.

WHERE?

Education Bldg. Gym •

WRY?

Scholarships, Fun,

,) .

Travel to Away Games,
National Competition, fl
the Beat Seat@ the Game!

.NEED INFO?

UCF Basketball 8 Competition Dance Team.

When? Meeting for Q 8 A I Wed. 3/ZJ@ 6 pm.
Auditions set lor April 15•179 2005

Where? UCF Education Bldg. Gym
Why? Perform@ UCF Basketball Games,
Compete Eor a National Championship
407·UCP·Z%4~/

UCPAthletics.com

Majors ·F air 2005
'' f',.>cu.1'm,. fo'c c/l.fi.~''

,..

'

UJ

ti

Wednesday,
March 9, 2005
Student Union Pegasus Ballroom
10:00 AM · 2:00 PM

~)

• Assistance \vi.th 3semester Registration

• Explore Different
Majors
Explore Different
Careers

<:)

'~

• Meet Faculty Advisors
• Talk With Academic and Career Advisors

'i>

• Change or Dec~are a Major
For more infonnation visit CSEL at the
Student Resource Center, Building 70
407-823-2361
www.crc.ucf.edu

'

Co -Sponsored by:
First Year Advising & Exploration
Multicultural Academic & Support Services
Student Academic Resource.Center
Transfer &Transition Services
Divis io n of Academ ic Affairs

"A Major Today, A Career Tomorrow"
I

~

t.:l

)

0)

•

CLASSIFICATIONS
100 Help Wanted: General
125 HelpWanted:Part·Time

175 For Sale: Pets

150 Help Wanted: FuH·Time

500
525
SSO
600
700

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

400 Services

175 BuslnessOpportunitles
200 For Rent: Homes
225 ForRent:Apartments

Events
Events: Greek Life
Events: UCF

Travel
Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 Lost & Found

250 Roommates
275 Sublease
lOO For Sale: General
325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: Homes

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200

Orlando, FL 32817

AD RATES

(enttal 1forlba !Jutut'e Seminole Chronicle
UCF's award-winning newspaper
published twice-weekly.

PAYMENT METHODS

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

•Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle

• local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
·Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
·Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

)

lr?iTl1 HELP WANTED:
~General

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
No experience necessary!
Training provided. Age 18 +OK.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

Are you interested in an exciting career?

••••••••••
Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

Experienced Dishwasher Wanted
Thai Singha Restaurant
at Waterford Lakes
Call 401-947-2420

••••••••••
Do you know whcit you want
to do after graduation?

CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in
: Air Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.
}

Incentives
include:

• Up to $15,000 tuition per year
• $600 in textbooks reimbursement
• Monthly stipend ($250-$400)

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurses
• One year scholarships for qualified Seniors and Graduate Students

.)

For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu

KREYOL/ENGLISH SPEAKING
FIT LEGAL ASSISTANT FOR NEW LAW
FIRM COLLEGE PARK, SALARY BASED
ON EXPERIENCE. EMAIL RESUME
ferglaw@comcast.net
Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
'residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages+ tips & bonuses. 407-816-0915.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, l:letween
Conway and Orange Ave.
Full and part-time leasing agents wanted
for UCF affiliated student apartment
complexes. Fax resume to 407-384-9060
HIRING NOW
Preschool In Oviedo
Teachers, Assistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100

Willing to Educate
Highly-motivated individual
for rewarding career In
financial services.
407-657-9572.

Mommy's helper wanted
Looking for energetic, fun person to help
with the care of two adorable children
(5 yrs and 3 months) for two afternoons
and one evening a week. For more
information or to set up an interview,
please call Amy at 407-925-5901 or email
bobamykyle@hotmail.com

IJO I IJ-l I 9-1, O"

GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS!
Earn $15·$125 and more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com ·
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CAMP TAKAJO for Boys, Naples, Maine,
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls, Poland,
Maine. Picturesque lakefront locations,
exceptional facilities. Mid-June thru mid·
August. Over 100 counselor positions in
tennis, swimming, land sports, water
sports, tripping, outdoor skills, theater
arts, fine arts, music, nature study,
nanny, secretarial. Call Takajo at
800-250-8252. Call Tripp Lake
at 800-997·4347. Or apply online at
www.takajo.com or
www.tripplakecamp.com.

Vista Lakes is now hiring Pool Staff
attendants for our upcoming busy
summer season. Basic job description
consists of keeping a safe and fun
environment for all Vista Lake residents.
You must be able to swiml Wages: $8
non- certified/ $9 with current CPR, First
Aid, or Lifeguard certifications. Spanish
speaking a plus. Swim team coach and
experience·a plus, but is not required.
For more information call:
(407) 207-1241
Sharks & Minnows Swim School
Swim Instructors - FT/PT summer
$11-$13/hr, Admln assistant FT/PT $8/lir near UCF,
Computer tech - PT, $8/hr.
407-699-1992 or 407-699-8103 fax
www.sharksandmlnnows.com

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

COACHS NEEDED
Chelle Stack's Brown's Gymnastics
is now hiring fun, energetic,
responsible staff members. Spring
and Summer day camps.
No exp needed to apply.
Call today 407-657-8774.

Easter Seals Camp Challenge
Op_enings for residential camp
counselors, lifeguards, and ropes course
instructors. Salary, plus room/board.
Change your life by working at a summer
camp for adults and children with
disabilities. Located in Central Florida.
May 29th - July 15th
352-383-4711, ext. 312
camp@fl.easterseals.com
www.campchallengefl.com

Get paid to think!
Make $75 taking on-line surveys.
www.cashtospend.com

Have a fantastic summer and get paid for It
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL. Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, May 31 and
leaves Wednesday, August 3.

Call

407-295-0080

or visit www .cirde-f-duderanch.com
for more information

!'". Valet parking attendants need.eci ior. "'!
I

j

the Orlando/WinterPark area.
Seasonal positions avail. Great pay.
Immediate openings available.
407-971-9131.

I

j

L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~

$200/wk. College Age Counselor
Wanted. FFGC Wekiva Youth Camp. We
are a Camp for Boys and Girls ages
8·14. All Room & Board included.
Contact mj.meherg@worldnet.att.net

WE LOVE

Winter Springs, FL • Swim team coach/
_Aquatics Mgr./ personal trainer; Looking
for energetic team player to coach swim
team w/ possibilities of managing the
aquatics dept. Personal training & fitness
a plus. Seasonal and YR round positions
available. Send resume and cover letter
to g.howe@tuscawillacc.com or
fax (407) 365-1309.

WORKING FOR
UPS & YOU

WILL TOO!
UPS really came through !or us. They provide money for our education,
plus great pay, a schedule that fits our lifestyle and other benefits.

Weight Loss Supplements Antioxidants
and Exercise Study

PACKAGE HANDLERS
Steady Part-Time jobs
Up to $2,000 Tuition Reimbursement*
$8.50 • $9.50/hour ·Weekends & Holidays Off
Company Paid Healthcare Insurance After 90 Days••

The Exercise Physiology Laboratory at the
University of Central Florida is currently conducting
a 24-Week WEIGHT LOSS STUDY.
This study is looking at the effectiveness of
Dietary Antioxidants (i.e. Vitamins),
Weight Loss Supplements and Exercise

Opportunities are available at the following UPS facilities:

All Study Participants Receive AT NO COST:
• Physical examination
··Dietary Analysis
• Complete blood work
•Assessment of Antioxidant status (levels of Vitamins)
• $300.00 at the completion of participation

UPS ORLANDO FACILITY

UPS LONGWOOD FACILITY

8901 Atlantic Avenue
Orlando, FL 32824

1050 Bennett Drive
Longwood, FL 327SO

AVAILABLE SHIFTS:

AVAILABLE SHIFTS:

4:00AM • 9:00AM
5:00PM - 1O:OOPM
1O:OOPM - 3:00AM

4:00AM - 9:00AM
S:OOPM - 1O:OOPM

To apply online, visit:
www.upsjobs.com

To qualify must be healthy and between the ages of 25 to 50.
This study does not involve any invasive procedures
(except for two blood draws).

*Tuition Reimbursement available at Orlando facility only.
Program guidelines apply
**Excluding seasonal hiring period
of October 1st - December 31st.

Please call 407-823-5163
Restaurant

For Iive show performers:
Auditions a~e held in Tampa Bay on

With more than 100 years in the business, HMSHost is still increasing
in status as one of the most popular providers of name brands for
travel and entertainment venues around the globe. Play a starring role
with a company that's as ambitious as you are.

•SERVERS
(Excellent $$$ earning potential for our servers!)

the first Wedqesday of eac;h month in 2005
at Orlando International Airport

Busch Gardens is, s·eeking: dancers, dancers with West
African trai~ing. singers, gymnasts that dance, variery or
specialry acts, costumed characters, technicians and
i'nstrumentalists for a wide v~riery of live shows including
a new Broadway-sryle show called Katonga. Visit our
web?ite for helpful audition tips, pay rates, photos of
show performers and show descriptions.

~u.t

Excellent Benefits! ,find
more.
call 813-987-5164 or VISlt:

• CASHIERS/CREW MEMBERS
•COOKS

&-~
vsbarrq
li!\ir,

HMSHost offers competitive wages, Health/Dental/Life insurance, short-term disability,
holiday/ sick/vacation pay, free shift meals. tuition reimbursement & 40 I K .
Apply in person, Monday - Wednesday 9am - 4pm at Orlando International A irport,
Terminal A, HR Office located in Chili's Too. Resumes can be sent to:
HMSHost,Attn: HR, 9333 Airport Blvd., Orlando, FL 32827 • FAX: 407-851-7288.

-"Dus~

www.BuschGardensTalent.com

PGA~E N s®

H

0

S T

TAMPA BAY, FL

We are where you travel.
You must be 18 years old to app!Y. Busch Gardens is an eQual opportunity employer and supports a safe and drug free workplace. Applicants
for positions in every BEC job classification will be subject to tesllng (both pre and post employment) for the presence of illegal drugs.

www.hmshost.com
EOE M/F/DN A Drug-Free Environment
Pre-employment drug screenings and background checks w ill be performed on all candidates.
Additional pre-employment testing based on brand requirements may apply.

0

0

...
Weekend Helper Needed
To work with twin 5-year-old boys. Must
have experience with children.
Call 407-599-7127

FamllV~

SUMMER POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE
The City of Winter Garden Rec. Dept. is
now accepting applications for Summer
Staff. Positions include Day Camp
Counselors, Day Camp Director, Art
Instructor, Swim Instructors, and
Lifeguards. Please pick up an application
at City Hall (251 W. Plant St. ), at the
Recreation Office (1 Surprise Dr.).or at
http:l/www.cwgdn.com
For more info, please call 407-656-4155

PLATO'S CLOSET
Sell yoCJr cool clothes - get money!
407-855-9950
NOW HIRING!

by;\~~

NOW HlllNGI
The first-ever Nickelodeon Family Suites by Holiday Inn w ill showcase an infusion of water park attractions,
,Nickelodeon themed suites, banquet space, character breakfasts and a show room hosting Nickelodeon
entertai nment nightly.
A virtual city where "Kids Rule. " We are currently seeking "A" level talent, positive energetic employees who
desire to be part of an industry leading team.

Come in, apply, and interview-All in the same day!*
Monday - Friday between 10:00 am - 6:00 pm
Visit our People Services Lobby

14500 Continental Gateway (off SR 536) Orlando, FL 32821
Send resumes to iwantajob@nickhotel.com or fax them to 407-387-1492.
Job Hotline: 407-387-1810 Drug-free workplace. EOE.

NOW HIRING:
• Food & Beverage
•Culinary
• Engineering
• Housekeeping
•Front Desk
• Recreation
• Lifeguards
•Security
• Additional Opportunities:
www.nickhotel.com

Now Hiring for VyVary International
Inc·. Minutes from UCF & Valencia.
Seeking 50+ customer svc & sales
agents. Potential earnings up to $15
per hour. Call for interview:
407-249-3443.

Seeking outgoing creative individuals to
fill air brush tattoo and caricature
positions at Universal. Any level of
experience welcome. Flexible scheduling.
Contact Tony at 407-925-7989

SUMMER JOBS: Recreation Camp
Counselors/Supervisors for summer
recreation program 6/6-7129 for children
ages 5-15. WSl/Lifeguard & Maintenance
Aides (5/05-9/05) . Exp. desirable. Apply
at City of Plantation (west of Ft.
Lauderdale) 400 NW 73 Ave., Plantation,
FL 33317. Attn: Personnel or email :
jtanghow@plantation.org.

-

Customer Service/Inside Sales
PT/FT positions avail. Must be happy
and intelligent. Good communication
and computer skills. Fun place to work.
401 k and health plan.
Resume to (407) 679-1699 or
jobs@rewonline.com

(entral 1loriba 3Future -

PUT YOURSELF .
IN THE FUTURE

Curious. Disciplined. Determined.A person with aflairforwriting or adesire to develop one.
Someone who can ask tough questions and not be discouraged by lame answers.
Fitthe bill?Then there's ajob waiting for you at the Future.
UCF's year-round award-winning student newspaper is searching for:
NEWS REPORTER• SPORTS REPORTER: Responsible for writing at least one story per
week.and attending weekly writer's meetings. Positions at all levels are open now
and throughout the spring semester. Full/partial scholarships available.
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR:Responsible for covering one sport regularly, as well as
assisting the sportS .editor in layout duties twice a week. Scholarship position.

* Interview times vary. You can, email iwantajob@nickhotel.com to inquire as to exact interview times.
C200S Viacom International Inc. All right'S reserved. Nickelodeon, SpongeBob SquarePants and all related titles, logos and characte~ are trademarks of Via<:om International Inc.
SpongeBob SquarePants created by Stephen Hillenbu rg.
·
C2005 lntarCo ntinental Hotels Group. All rights reservod. Holiday Inn •nd all relat ed t itles. logos and trademarks a re owned by Six Continents Hotels, Inc

There's a place for everyone at the Fvture! Ideal candidates are those who want to grow with the
newspaper. Applications for paid positions as managing editor and sports editor are currently being
accepted. E-mail inquiries to Dana Delapi at newsroom@UCFnews.com.

Summer Jobs
• $2100
·Co-Ed Camp
..
• Seven Weeks
• Room and Board Included

<

·~

Get Paid to Play!

The Florida Elks Youth Camp
(FEYC) needs male and female
Summer Camp Counselors ages
18 and up. FEYC is an overnight
camp located off of Highway
450 in Umatilla, FL. The camp
runs June 6 - July 23. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673 ext. 250 or
352-669-9443 ext. 250.

..•
t

.
..
~

.~

Mystery Shoppers
Needed to work at local Establishments
No Exp Req 'd/ Training Prov'd .
Multiple positions FT/PT
Up to $19/Hour
Call 1-800-724-2078

'
•

"HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days .of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421

Florida Bearings Inc.
Hiring for all po~itions ASAP
Sales, Engineering, Management
·Excellent Salary-Room to Advance
Call us! (800)441-1741
Bmarchetti@Floridabearings.com

\

[125
DFDS
TRANSPORT
DFDS Transport (US), Inc. · I

INCORPORATED

·International Shipping!
Trainee Program
Company profile : DFOS transport US inc. is a US member of DFDS Transport Air and Sea
A/S an European based company. DFDS Transport US employs 350 shipping people in 16
strategic US cities. The global Air/Sea division operate in more than 29 countries with own
representation, but total coverage with International agents are 105 countries. Please look
up www.dfdstransport.com
Job Description:
We are seeking a dynamic young person,
who likes to work in a very competitive
and challenging industry.
- We offer to teach you all about
the shipping/air industry
- Attend a trainee program/ full time job
- Nice salary and benefits
Daily activities includes:
booking and documentation
- contact with subcontractors
- International contact with
overseas offices/agents .
,. Interacting with U.S. customs
Customer service with our accounts
Nego~iating rates with vendors/Agents
Possibility for sales related activities

Qualifications:
The right candidate needs to have:
- a University' or Bachelor degree or
in process (final stage )
Excellent computer skills
- Customer service minded
- Creative and very analytic
- Good teamworker and
great personality .
For serious candidates please send your resume to:
DFDS Transport US inc.
2425 East Landstreet Rd.
Orlando, FL 32824
Ph. 407 816 0030

Fax: 407 816 0036 or email: ReneR@dfdstransportusa.com

.::C: cingular

,

raising the barr.a11r

Mentor 4 and Cingular Wireless are
searching for experienced Part Time
receivables management associates.
Candidates need to be able to train from
8 am to 12 noon Monday through Friday for
7 weeks starting 3/21/05. Must be willing to
make $10.00 hour for your time and have a
willingness to provide great customer
service in a collections environment.

Interested candidates should
e-mail your resume to

mnieman@mentor4.com
•

or . •

www.th1ngamaJob.com
and call 407-736-8539
to schedule an appointment.

•

COLLEGE STUDENTS\!
$3K to $5K/n;io p lus bonuses
Work your own hours PT/FT/Flextime
Fast growing Orlando based
Construction company looking for sharp,
well spoken individuals to ofter our
services to homeowners with hurricane
damage. Fax resume to Attn: Anna
407-771-4431

~

~

PIT position avail. 2 or 3 days per week.
Exp. w/ lawn equip. a must! Starting
at $7.50/hr. Flex. hrs. Weekdays.
Contact Dale Sorensen at 321-948-6498.

"

PERSONAL ASSISTANT
Small business entrepreneur needs
help! I am looking for fun, creative asst.
for light clerical & office duties. PT & very
flex daytime hrs avaf\. Duties include
filing , typing, answering phones, &
errands. Email Gina @
WanderingRootsFL@aol.com
Babysitting and light housekeeping in
Windermere. 5-8pm M-F and some
weeken.d time. Education major preferred.
References required. Nonsmoker please.
407-719-9177

r·-·-·- · -·-·- ·-·-·-·

Layout Artist Needed

.

.,

.
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PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
...www.dogday13tternoon.net•••
·Call 407-628-3844.
Child care needed in my home. Mondays
Wednesdays & Fridays, 9am-1pm tor
4 and 1 year old children. $10 per hour.
Call Angela at 407-927-0943

...

i

for the Central Florida Future 1O to ·
15 hours per week. Tuesday's and I
Wednesday's preferably. Must.be
proficient in Photoshop, lllustrato_r
and Quark. Please e-mail
publisher@ucfnews.com with a
resume and avallability.
TUTOR WANTED
Tutor needed to work with 5 yr. old
autistic boy. Must have basic applied
behavior analysis knowledge.
Mornings, afternoons, and weekends
available. Weekly training with a
BCBA. Located in Baldwin Park. Call
now 407-599-7127.
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JOB
FAIR!
Mac 12th 9am-12pm

...

Curascript Pharmacy, Inc. is one of the nation's industry leaders in specialty pharmacy services, providing a wide range of oral and injectable
medications and treatment processes to clients facing chronic and acute illnesses. Join us at our job fair on March 12th. We are currently seeking
the following positions:

• BENEFITS ELIGIBILITY
COORDINATORS
BENEFITS ELIGIBILITY
SUPERVISORS

• PHARMACY TECHNICIANS
• REIMBURSEMENT
(COLLECTIONS) SUPERVISORS

• REIMBURSEMENT
(COLLECTIONS) COORDINATORS
• CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVES

•

Medical, health/ insurance, and/or call center customer service experience, strongly preferred.
In addition to a rewarding career in a positive environment, Curascript provides ·an excellent salary and benefits package.

For details, benefit· fo, and other opportunities visit: www.curascript.com

•·

· EEO/DFWP

•
•

•

D Community Features

D Apartment Amenities
·Townhouse Style
• Individual Alarm Systems
• Ceramic Tile Entry,
• Kitchen and Dining
·Cable TVw/3 HBOs
• High Speed Ethernet
• Hardwood Floors
• Utilities Included

• 24 Hour Fitness Center
• UCF Shuttle
• Basketball Court
• Beach Volleyball Court
·Two Swimming Pools
• DVD and Video Game Rental
• Wjreless Internet at the Pool
• Pet Friendly

•

(407)277-4007
~mim!m
··l:lW ~jllltlJ!SIJlW
•
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Jn the time it takes you to find one apartment that fits your
lifestyle and budget, we can show you ten. Because, as the
local apartment experts, we know what's available and
where the best deals are. Plus, our service is FREE.
So give us a call, stop by our local office, or visit our website.

with the 2 best
addresses near

UCF!
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extra care to make your busy I ife easier. Every detail has been designed to help you
unwind from a hectic day of studying and classes. In your f9e time you can relax in lhe
sun by the pool or enjoy a game of air hockey or billiards. If the be~1 is what yov are
looking for, come to College Station Apartments!
·

HIGH SPEED INTERNET

FREE SHUTTLE to UCF

'eNk~ In oil 4

No l1'led to drive when )IOU
con ride. Rum every IS minutes.

bedrooms.
No other Internet service required.

~~
~~

CABLE TV with HBO

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED
Electricity, \t/Oter, sewoge, olorm.
-lty, tnnh, pest control

~lffi!l§Jaml)m!m:J

[)

'ervlce in oil 4 bedrooms
with 60+ channels plus J HBO's.

• (4G1) 213~5151 •

~(fJJlfjfi9n

~ll!ixi1IID

12227 University Blvd. - 407.282.0980

Call us~ Then start packing.

Experience
College Life

www.universityhouse.com

www.apartmenthunters.com

•

1------~Choffenger Parkway

0
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·
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Individual Leases
'

Cable with 8 HBOs, MTV & ESPN
Lagoon~Style f?ool Plaza with Jacuzzi

Washer/Dryer in every Apartment

-

i ,,~..,.i~
..9

..............

Orpington St.

Colonial Dr.

Fully-Furnished Apartment Homes

Covered Basketball Pavilion

WWW.)EFFERSONLOFTS.COM
1805 loftway Circle Orlando, FL 32826

Internet Access

321-754-2000

Fitness Center with Free-weights

Amenities, Rents and Incentives subject to change.

@O.

l

Crossword

GET HIRED TODAY!
$8.00 - $15.00/t-Ir·
100 ·Openings
Weekly Paychecks
Paid Training
Flexible Schedules
AM & PM hours available!
Two Locations
Orlando 407-243-9400
Winter Park 407-673-9700

3 Afternoons and Saturdays.
Retail experience required,
Dance experience preferred.
Call 407-366-4585

I

L·- · -·- · -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~

Leasing agent need for The
Gatherings. 20-25 hours per week &
weekends. Some experience
required. Fax resume to
407-998-3787.
3961 Gathering Dr.

$ Classified Sales Rep $
Needed for the Central Florida
Future ~ Seminole Chronicle. Must
be comfortable making outbound
sales calls. Exp pref. Earning
potential unlimited! Base salary plus
commission. E-mail resume to
ReneN@Knightnewspapers.com

NEW TOWNHOME, GREAT LOCATION
312.5, $1500/mo plus utll.
Incl lawn maintenance.
Call 407-443-7340.

Fully furnished room w/ economic
efficiency in Waterford Lakes. Quiet
neigh. 4 min from UCF w/ private
entrance. Comm. pool, tennis,
basketball, etc. $500/mo. 1st and last.
$300 dep. All util Incl. Call 407-758-3939.

1,915 sq. ft., close to UCF
(Alomarruscawllla). 312.5/1 w/
driveway. Erid unit for privacy! Living
room, family room, den. Alarm
system, community pool. NEW
appliances (refrigerator, stove,
dishwasher). Outside maintenance
Included! 407-257-2488

TOWNHOMES FOR RENT
2/2.5, $775 at Cambridge Circle
http://26274.rentclicks.com
3/2.5, $1,200 at Waterford Villas
http ://55847. rental icks. com
Call for details 407-310-6583

Awesome Brand New Home
Great rooms avail Jan, near UCF, pool,
tennis courts, lake. $500/mo, yearly
lease. Call Sherry/Todd @
954-753-3032 or 407-482-4969

Marketing Internships $1 O/hr plus
bonuses, PT/ work your own hours.
Fast growing Orlando based construction
company needs marketing assistance.
Some of the activities you will assist with:
• Brand Building - Advertising
• Direct Marketing
• New Market Development
• Marketing I Sales Liaison
·Expanding our commercial database
' • Public Relations Initiatives
Fax resume Attn: Anna to 407-771-4431
Please indicate your college on fax.

I

Pegasus Landing, 3/3, F Only. Only
$495/mo. (which is the .4/4 price!) . N/S,
Ethernet, HBO, All utll incll UCF-affillatedl
Shuttle campusl Call 772-778-0552 (day)
or 772-631-4844 (c) or 772-287-1983 (h)

Brand New Oviedo Townhouse

HOUSEKEEPER NEEDED
Mon-Fri, flex hours.
Call 407-599-7127

: ·- · - · - 'H6lp-wanie"d ·Prr - ·- ·- ·:

Avalon/UCF Area. Just reduced. Almost
new 3/2 town home w/ 2 car garage.
Very spacious, great amenities.
Call 407-275-9595
Legacy Real Estate Group Inc.

The Central Florida Future Is
looking for a Prr classified sales
rep. 20-25 hours Mon. - Fri.
We offer a fun and fast-paced
environment with good pay. E-mail
resume to
renen@knlghtnewspapers.com
Serious inquiries only please.
Part-time Mall Sorters and Processors
Needed in S. Orlando. FT also
avall!jble. $8/hr. Shifts available M-F
and Sat. We WILL work with your
school schedule! Email resume to
staffing@advantageservicesgroup.com or call (407) 478-3516.

Regional Sales Representative
Needed Immediately I Salary + Comm
Access Control Systems
Email Resumes sales@actflorida.com
Fax 407-649-8352
Granite/Marble Fabricators & Helpers
Located in E. Orlando, Forsyth Rd.
Call Philip at 407-448-9913.

New Townhome 3BD/2.5BA 1,915sf
Heated @ Ashford Pk (Aloma/Tuscawilla
Rd) . Comm pool, playgrounds, & walking
trail. 1 Car Garage, End Unit,Parking,
Alarm Sys, Living Rm, Family Rm, Loft,
Dining Rm, New Appliances incl: W/D,
Refrigerator, Stove, Oven, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Blinds.Lawn/Shrub Maint.
Incl. $1450/mo. We accept most pets
$1300/deposit 407-616-8859
House for Rent Downtown Orlando
311 w/ wood floors, fenced yard,
deck, hot tub, and w/d.
$1480/mo OBO. Call for
appointment (321) 277-8717.
HOMES FOR RENT
• UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

UCF AREA HOUSE
Huge 4BD 2.5BA w/ office. Wood
floors, fenced-In yd. Pets okl Avall
03101. Excellent Price!!!
Call Nick@ 407-810-7622

FOR RENT:
I~
~ Apartments

1,2, & 3 Bedroom apts starting at $480
Resort/style Amen ities
Pegasus Connection 407-382-4114
Apply online at
www.collegeparkweb.com
Call for more Info on our current special!

Roommate Wanted
Downtown Orlando area.
$550/mo + 1/2 electric
Call 407-687-1053
UCF Afilliated Housing
Pegasus Landing & Pegasus Pointe
Roommate matching / Individual leasing
Apply online at
www.collegeparkweb.com
Currently running Move-in Specials!
Share a large 3 bedroom house 5 mins
from UCF with two other people (23 &
24). $500/mo + 1/3 util, pet fee applies.
Move in at end of March.
Call Jeremy at 407-277-9644.
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF In
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard' faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all utll.
• Incl. 954-81 S.:3127

ROOM FOR RENT-MALE
312 home, 1O mins from campus .
Tiled floors In great rm, fenced yard,
cable/roadrunner, 2 car garage, w/d.
$425/mo + 1/4 utll. 407-521-5563
WATERFORD/AVALON
1 or 2 F seniors or grad students wanted
for large 3/2 house. 2800 sq ft. $350/mo.
Call Tom at 321-947-7653.
2 Bdrms Avail in 312 UCF Area Home
$450 and $475/mo Incl all utll,
cable, and internet. Fenced· backyard
w/ pool. A must see! Avail June 1st.
Call Tonya at 321-2n-3851

Internet. Prof roommates. Rooms for
$425-500/mo, $600-700/mo. with
private bathroom. Utll. avg = $80.
Photo: Model home.
Call Leon at 407-334-6658

2 rooms for rent, clean and well
maintained home, great pond view.
8 miles from UCF. $450/mo. incl. utilities
Pet and smoke free! Call 321-276-2373
JSAN3000@hotmail.com
Email me for pies!

when you can

OWN?
3 BEDROO~,
2 BATH HOMES

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANT ED
for 2 BD 2 BA townhouse off Alafaya
trail, 5 mins from UCF. $500/mo incls
electric, cable & Internet. Fully furn·if
needed. Call Stacy@ 407-754-4697
UCF/OVIEDO AREA
N/S female seeks same. Clean, quiet, 1
beautiful room w/ private bath.
New W/D, cable. $400 + 1/3 utilities
Call 407-971-6805

ROOM AVAIL IN 4/2 HOME
Located on Lake Sargon.
$320/mo plus 1/4 util.
Call Kevin at 407-470-2370
Master Rm & Ba Avail in Townhome
Female wanted. Drug-free and n/s.
All house privileges. Close to UCF.
$400/mo incl all util, cable, phone,
and internet. Call '407·928-9123.
Male - professional seeks responsible
studerit roommcites, 4/2.5 Waterford
Lakes home. $425/mo incl. cable TV,
W/D, kitchen, in-ground pool, & util.
Month to month lease. Tennis, basketball
& yolleyball avail at rec' center.
No pets, family cat on premise.
Call (407) 380-4893 or (407) 737-2871 .
1 room Avail. in 4/2.5 house. Share utils.
Spacious bedrooms, liv. room, din. room,
kitchen,-W/D, garage, sun room, lg. yard.
Individual lease. Near UCF off Dean Rd.
$450/ mo. Call Jen 561-351-8906

t-:

Pegasus Landing Apartment
Looking for female/$490 mo.
Includes: Private room & bath/ W&D/
Internet access/ cable/ utilities/ furniture
First ·Mo. Free/ short term lease, but can
renew. Contact Nicole at (407) 399-2273.

Come Join your classmates already living here...
plus receive a Fifi Washer/Oryerl
• Down Payment Assistance
• Immediate Occupancy
, • Over 25 Homes to Choose From
• Tax Deductions

•Clubhouse
• Two Swimming Pools
• Two Recreation Areas
• Private Home Sites

Models Open Monday-.Saturday 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
. and Sunday 11 :00 a.m.-4:00 p_.m. .
On Colonial (Hwy. SO} 2 Miles East 01 Alalaya

.407 -281-6029
1575 Pel Street • Orlando, Florida 32828 • www.flaparks.com
(
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Pegasus Connection Summer Sublease
Available May 1- August 30 Fully
furnished and private ba. $475 obo.
Utilities included. Full tennis and
basketball court. Call Rich @
850-525-0250

READY IMMEDIATELY!!!

Village at Alafaya Club
Room avall iri 313. $500/mo incl all
util, w/d, fully furn. First month's
rent free. Rent negotiable,· ready
immediately. Call 786-302-0511
No Deposit fees!! Room avail. in 4/3 @
University HCDuse. Lease till Aug, can
renew·1$439/mo. Incl. everything.·Shuttle
to UCF. Util. incl. Save money w/ no
deposit feesl Move in todaylll
Call ASAP 305-773-2522.

FREE MONTH RENT.
Sublease now through August 3.
1 Bd/1 Ba in 212 unit at Jefferson Lofts.
Furnished, all utilities. $600/mo
Call Lindsay@ (561)670-9619

Village @ Alafaya Club
Summer lease. 4BD/4BA Huge walk in
· closet, W/D, cable, ethernet, valet trash.
3 great roommates brand new furniture
$490/mo. Call John @ 321-217-5264
Looking to sublease rooms in College
Station for April & May 05. $470/mo
everything included. 4/4, fylly furnished,
Internet access, cable with 3 HBO,
clubhouse with arcade, tanning bed,
gym, & computer center. On Alafaya Tr.
Contact Darl~e - 407-625-6734

2004 HYUNDAI TIBURON GT
Black extli!ll, all leather, 6 cylinder
auto, power everything, sliding
moonroof, built-in Infinity sound
system, ABS, tint, rear spoiler, only
7300 ml, 6 mos old. Must sell,
$16,500 OBO. 407-341-0643

Village of Alafaya Club. $500/mo,
lncls all utlls W/D, trash service, fully
furn. Girl Onlyll Great People. Call
Kate@ 503"341-3923.
***MARCH RENT FREE***
No transfer fees. Pegasus Pointe 212.
Awesome roommate. $535/mo Incl
all util, cable, ethernet, shuttle, W/D.
I need to move home.
Call Chris at 239-634-4897
'**FREE RENT TIL APRIL•••
Bd & ba avail now in Pegasus Landing
3/3. Oversized room. $510/mo incl all util,
ethernet, cable, w/d, and shuttle.
Call 386-316-4908.

Rooms in new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grlll, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All util. incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561-212-6291.

WHY RENT

10

1 ROOM AVAILABLE
Large Fully Furnished House
5 mins from UCF, prvt bdrm,
$525/mo all utlls Incl. Call Katie@
941-720-1886
'

1 Bedroom / 1 Bath in 4/4 apt
All utilities included, Pegasus Landing
$495 per mo. No security deposit.
Move in by April 1. Call Marina at
941-447-6560 or marinabw@yahoo.com
Move In & Get a Sound System
'Furnished rm & ba avail in Pegasus
Landing 4/4. Free first month's rent and
two 12-inch MTX 8000 sub-woofers incl.
$495/mo incl all util, ethernet, cable, w/d.
Lease begins Aug. 1st. Call Ian at
321-354-9479 or 631-965-1714.

ACROSS
1 Emulate Perry
White
5 Be In the red
8 Toy weapon
14 Scottish lake
15 Touch tenderly
16 Surfing the net
17 French
obsession
19 Departs
20 Ill temper
21 ll'lgger rider
23 Fastidious
24 Unable to sit still
27 Boleyn and
Bancroft
29 Put into service
30 Pound or Frost
31 Like a lute
33 Cutoff point
34 University In
Ottawa
35 Reddish rash
37 Usurers
41 "Candide' writer
43 Extinct bird
44 Facial
components
47 Submerged
48 "Oedipus _ .
49 Letter base
50 Outmoded
51 Melange
'53 Buffoon
54 Covered up
55 Greek adviser at
Troy
57 Love and hate,

$200 CASH REWARD
2 rooms in Pegasus Pointe furn 4/2,
move in ASAP, M or F. $455/mo incl all
util, ethernet, w/d, free shuttle. Lease
ends July 31st, can also be renewed.
Call 727-488-8460.

1997 Ford Aerostar ·van, 47K mi, Auto
transm ission, 6 cylinder 3.0L engine. Ext.
green, Int. tan. Front & rear A/C, Cruise
control, pwr. steering, roof rack, running
boards, new tires. Contact Ronald @
407-277-7730 or ropfell@earthlink.net

WWW.UCFREALESTATE.COM
Dedicated to UCF Students/Families
Real Estate Needs. Avalon Realty
Call Eric Voss 407·489-08n
Email: ucfrealtor@yahoo.com

1ST 2 MONTHS RENT FREE
Pegasus Landing, 3BD/ 3BA, W/D,
pools, basketball courts, amenities,
all utils Incl. $510/mo
Call Kachina@ 561-573-7445
Summer Sublease at University House
May-Aug. 1 bdrm & ba avail in 4/3 .
$401 /mo incl all util, w/d, ethernet,
cable, shuttle and clubhouse.
Call (954) 803-3543

$100 Off 1st Mo Rent. No Fees
Female for 212 @ Pegasus Pointe.
Move in after April 30. $580 per mo.
Includes utilities, cable tv, ethernet, w/d,
ucf shuttle. Quiet roommate,
Call Sarah @ 407-620-7623
PEGASUS CONNECTION
Female needed for fully
furnished 212. $575/mo
incl all utll. Free tanning.
Contact Laura 352-258-8980
laura_reddish@yahoo.com·

SUBLEASE 3/3 APT
Jefferson Lofts apt avail May 14th·Al)g
3rd. $580/mo per room incl all util, cable,
HBO, fully furnished. 5 mins from
campus. Call (407) 281-4590.
Summer lease at Jefferson ·Lofts
1 room in a 4/2, fully furnished, next to
pool, lake view, ethernet. Only 5 mins.
from campus. Util. incl $450/mo but
negotiable. Call Sarah @ 727-744-2533

Tivoli Apts Room for Rent
Avail. May 1 - July 22. $4S5/mo. July
prorated to $355. Incl. cable, wireless
internet, security system. 2bd/2ba.
Very clean. Free shuttle to UCF.
Call Melissa 904-476-6266.
One large bedroom w/ private bathroom
available in Arden Villas. M preferred.
Pool table in large living room! Move-in
ASAP! $414/mo. + util. 407-f92-8451

~
'

FRENCH LESSONS
Exp. French born teacher. All levels.
Reasonable rates. Adults and kids.
Home teaching and translations. 5 miles
from UCF. Call 407-482-2343.
Lawn Maintenance Spring Special
Hot weather Is on the way!
Stay cool, eliminate the hassle
Lighten the load & enjoy spare time
Call Picture Perfect Landscaping at
407-718-5412

;)

MORTGAGE - 1st Time Home Buyers
100% Financing-No Income Verification.
Interest Only Option-No/Low Credit Ok
Refinance/ Home Equity/ Investment Ok
Call Rosie 407-616-8359 United First
Frustrated? Need Assistance?
Term Paper Help?
Call our professionals. With over 20
years experience meeting
your research and writing needs.
Toll Free 1-888-345-8295.

'
***DANCE AUDITIONS***
Would you like to show off your
dance skills? Do you like to entertain
and perform? MV Records is holding
auditions for Background Hip-Hop
dancers to perform on stage with
locai'artist Rad-Z. Info on the music
page of www.rad-funk.com.

1

SaveEnterprise.com is
.hosting a rally in Orlando.
Please join us!

$600 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
• 4 hours of ·your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for a $600 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundralser with
CampusFundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

POSTERS
For Depressed Walls
www.RightBrainTerrain.com

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?
TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games·
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
***••**WWW.BUYTVSNOW.COM********
Solid Teak Executive Desk
34"x60" and 30" high.
5 drawers, 2 writing surfaces, 1 hanging
file drawer. 407-923-7379.
mmackubin1@atlas.valenciacc.edu

~ FOR SALE:
I CW
Automotive
VOLVO FOR SALE
1991, white 740. $1200/obo.
Good, solid transportation!
Call 407-341-0403
$500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $5001 For info and listings .
800-749-8116 ext V502
$500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $5001 For in!Jl and listings
800-749-811~ ext V502

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK CRUISE
5 days, $299. Incl meals, celebrity
parties! Panama City, Day1ona $1591
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Nassau
$499 1Award winning company!
www.SpringBreakTravel.corh
1-800-678-6386

Att: Communication Majors ·
Win one of two $500 Scholarships
for the 2005 Spring Semester.
Pick up an application in
COMM 238.
Final Deadllne: March 31.

.l '

8 GRADUATION TICKETS
NEEDED for CAS ceremony on May 6
@ 2pm. Price Is negotiable.
Call Ke~y@ 321-439-6622 f

"
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'B e a Hero to
Our Soldiers.

Accepting Applications
2005-2006
' Student Conduct Review Board

Donate Plasma

•

Your plasma donations can
directly save the lives of our
troops wounded in combat.

Your plasma is manufactured into a derivative called
Albumin.This critical fluid is used to treat battlefield
jnjuries including shock, burns and blood loss.
'

.

,

.

The Office ·of Student Conduct Is looklng for UCF facultv, staff and
students who are dedicated to educate students on thefr rights and
responslblllties as University communfty members by volunleerlng to
serve on the 2005-2006 Student Conduct Review Board.

•

Any undergraduate or ~aduate student, faculty or staff member In
good stanalng with the University Is ellglble to apply•

,

New and *Return Donors: Bring this ad and receive
an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donations.

Training

*

Mandator1 Conduct Board Training will be held on August 27, 2005
from 9am~Spm.
_
•
How to Apply

.

Earn up to $170 amonth donating regularly.
When you donate plasma, you,are helping save lives.
Take being a hero to another level. Donate Now!

. ................................

Quallflcatlons

..,

'

*not donated in over 6 months

.

Would you like to be apart of the SC Review eoard? You can fUI out an
onllne apP.llcation at http;//www.osc.sdes.uc1.edu/ or you ma! also
.. · , P.rlnt out the application on1ine, fill It out"and return It to our olflce
(SRC 154). All applications are due by 5:u0 p.m. on March 11, 200?.

.

'

ffJOU have any questions, pleast feel fref to contact us at (407)
823-2851 or email us st condu®mall.ucftedu.

-

DCI Biologicals Orlando,LLC~
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
Orlando, Fr. 32826
(321) 235-9100
www.dciplasma~com

www.sga.uctedu

.

Taking you to the head of the class
..

Are you considering a car~er in

·I

_

•

•

teaching? Barry University delivers
2+2 degree programs in education
I
that offer the ultimate in convenience
and quality. You can meet all the
requirements for graduation and full
teaching certification, including a
teaching internship, within two years
, ·of completing your AA - on or near

ybur community college campus!
And .our new 2+2+1 program enables
you to earn your master's degree in
just 15 months of additional study,
without delaying your teaching career. ·
But even more important than what
we offer is how we teach. Compassion
is the hallmark of our classrooms, and.

BAl{l{Y

For location _information,
call Bill Henderson at:
321-235-8405 or 800-695-2279

UN ,IVERSITY

www.barry.edu/2plus2

~

our practical methods are as timely as
our subject i~ timeless. Learn more
about us at www.barry.edu/2plus2.'
We're designed to help you graduate
equipped, and eager, to preside over a
classroom of your own.

where

you belong

- ,

STRAIGHT
TEETH.
NO BRACES.
'
'
J

now available for teens and more complex treatment!

--"""•

. D ApartmentAmenities

D Community Features

• Townhouse Style
• Individual Alarm Systems
·Ceramic Tile Entry,
• Kitchen and Dining
• Cable TV w/3 HBOs
• High Speed Ethernet
• Hardwood Floors ·
• Utilities Included

• 24 Hour Fitness Center
• UCF Shuttle
· • Basketball Court
• Beach VoUeyball Court
·Two Swimming Pools
• DVD and Video Game Rental
·Wireless Internet at the Pool
• Pet Friendly

.,

(407) 277-4007

(filffi]IXB IB1illlTIJJ

Experience
Cotlege Life

Iii

with the 2 best
addresses near

UCF!
.
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extra care to make your busy life ea~ier. Every detail has bet>.n designed to help you
unwind from a hectic day o( studying and classes. In your free time you can relax in the
sun by the pool or enjoy a same of air hockey or billiards. ff the best is wh<1t you are
looking for, come 10 College Station Apartments!

HIQH SPEED INTERNET

FREE SHUTTLE to UCF

$ervlce lit all 4 bedrooms.
No other Internet 1el'Ylce required.

No 1.-1 to drtve when"""
can ride. Runs -v 15 minutes.

ALL UTILITIES INCWDED
Ehtctriclty, water, sewage, alarm.
secuflty,tnuh, pe1tcontfol

CABLE 1V with HBO
•...,,

Service In all 4 bed.-m
with 60+ chonnek phu J HBO'i.

• (401.) 213-S1S1 •

~Jl!ixi1mll

www.universityhouse.com ·

ORTHODONTICS
. .. your experienced specialists
in Invisible Orthodontics •

,.

Dr.. David R. Lach, DDS, MS, PA

407-359-1960
www.lach-ortho.com -

1

l

• Private bedrooms and bathrooms
·Computer center
• Large walk-in closets
• State-of-the-art fitness center
• Swimming pool with sundeck

• Basketball court

THE VILLAGE AT

ALAFAYA C'LUB

.

• Sand volleyball court
• Community center •
.
• Local telephone services
• 24-hour management and maintenance staff
• 24-hour community assistance staff

40
3100 Alafaya Club· Drive
Orlando, Florida 32817
thevillageatalafayaclu b.com

